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TO THE READER
Pu9POSE OF THIS MANUAL

I. .

The main purpose of Ithis manual is to train the
reader so that he can understand sild service air
conditioning systems with speed and-skill. Starting
witti'llow it works," we buiId up to "whrit fails".and
"What to' do about it." This manual hi alio an
excellent reference for the trained mechanic who
'wants to refresh his memory on air conditioning. It is
written in a simple form using many Aluatratiohs so
that it can be easily understood.

APPLICATION OF AIR CONDITIONING
JN.TH$S.MANUAL

"Air Conditioning" is a broad field. But in this
manual, our primit/ interest' is in air conditioning
systems for mobile mactAnes on the farm and in
Industry..-Most of this information also applies to
automotive systems.

'V

HOW TO USE THISMANUAL

This mapual can be used by anyone experienced
mechanicp and shop trainees, as well as vocational
sludents and interested laymen.
By starting with the basics, build your knowledge

'step bi step. Part I covers the basic principles of
refrigeration, while Part 2 covers the use of
refrigerants. In Part 3, the basic systems are
introduced t while the Parts 4 through 8 cover
testing, diegnosing, and servicing the complete
systems.

Answers to "Test Yourself" questions, at the end
of each chaphir, appear at ihe end of this manual
on pages 99 mid 100.

WHAT IS "FUNDAMENTALS OF SERVICE"?

This manual its part ol a series of texts and visuals
called"Fundamentals of Service," or "FOS." These
materials are basic inforivation in power mechanics
for use by teechers as wires shop servicemen and
the layman. All types of 'ihodern equipment are
covered both automotive and Off-the-road.
Emphasis is on theory of operation, diagnosis, and
repair.
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BASICS OF AIR CONDITIONiNG/PART fi

HEAT PROM SUN AND OUTSIDE MR

EVAPORATOR 1. .

Absorbs Neot
From Inside Air

COMPRESSOR
CirCuIOttS ROIrigerant

Under Pressure

CONDENSER
Di iiipates System Heat

To Out lide Air

X7764
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FIELD OR ROAD ,HiAT

TEMPERATURE IN COMPARTMENT...IS REDUCED
BY REMOVING HEAT FASTER THAN IT COMES IN

Fig. 1, Tat Air Conditioning Does(N.

Air conditioning is a process that removes heat from
air and discharges this heat to where it is not
oblectionsble.

Air conditioning on mobile machines ts any system
that 'cools and dehumidifies the air inside the
passenger compartment.

Let's look at the basic principles of air conditionii;
laws of matter, heat, and refrigeration.

1( -
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATION

-

Air conditioners work on the basic princiPles of
refrigeration:

Fluids absorb heat when changed from liquid
to gaa

S.

4

Fluid, give off heat when changed fromigas
to liquid

In Fig. 2, the Water absorbs heat from the five as
it boils and changes to a gqs or vapor. But when the
gaa' condenses tO a liquid again, it gives off heat.

In air conditioning, the liquid refritterant absorbs
heat from the air as it chdnges to a gas. This heat is
then carried off and expelled:

Temperature4are kept cool by removing h at faster
than it comes in frog' the sun and outsid Air.

To understand elet's look at the states of matter
and how heat affepts

FOS 67 .Litho IS t/.9,A:



2 Basic Prig/pipit,*

ABSORBS
1,11: A

STATES OF MATTER

-
Fio..2 Basic Principles 01 Rolrigt4ntion,

oksto tIQUID

All matter hos three states to which it can be
changed (Fig. 3).

//

The steam Asing from oa heatecf kettle of water is
far94liar as a was or vapor. Yet this vapor can be
changed to a liquid by cooling if. And the liquid can
be changed to a sOild (ice) by further cooling. '

Even the hard steel tools we use every day can be
changed to a liquid by heating them, while evt:41more
heat can change them from a liquid to a gas.

All Matter is 'composed of moleCules which are
moving in the mass, whatever its state (Fig. 4). The
amount of movement will determine the density or
solidity of our hand tools or the vapor of the air we
breathe. This is called the theory of motecular
motion._

HEAT AND MATTER

Since all mrter is composedV-molecules in moition,
heat becomes the controlling factor of molec-

F S 57
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VAPOR OR GAS

GIVES OFF
HEAT

LIQUID

H. 4 Movement 01 Molecules

SOLID

ular movernent. The familiar state of all matter is the
condition in which we' nornlally see It, when no
outside source is used to add to or remove its heat
content.

Though we iuse thetlord cold constantly, cold is a
relative tqtrn which refers only to the absence of

( heat. Cold means that a substance contains less
heat than another warmer substance. Cold as a
complete absence of heat) in which all molecular
action stops, has never been attained by man but it
believed to be -459°F (-273°C).

LIQUID.

Nil 3 Water In The Three States Of Matter '

,4

SOLID



'( HEAT MOVEMENT

In an lr conditioning system. heat must be removed
from the, passenger area to a degree that iS
comfortable to the occupants. This heat must then
be expelled to the butside air. This is done by
making use of the nature of heat movement.

X71V) .

HI AI IRA yr L

NA TURE nr lrAr MOvLIINT

Fig 5 Heat ifavels From The Hotter o The Colder

Heat always move; from the hot r to the qolder
(Fig. 5).

The rapidly movin,g molecules of the warm&
substance impart some of their energy to the slower
mOVing Molecules having less heat. This slows down
thb molecules of the warmer sutSstance and speeds
uri the molpcules of the colder substance. This heat
exchange can go_ on until the molecules of both
substances are moving at the same rate; then their
'temperatures are the saMe and there is no further0

heat exchange between them.

In some heat exchanges, the molecules will change
their shape instead of thbir speed of movement. This
change of shape is caused by one Pr more atoms
making, up the moleculeS 'changing position, which
will cause the substance to change from a gas tb a
liquid, a liquid to a solid, and vice versa.

This molecular chinge Is
the tosis folA air condition;

ing with its exchange of heat energy betwee the
gas and liquid states of its refrigerant fluid.

PRESSURE AND HEAT

OPIN ATMOSPHERIC
PRLSSI4RE

PRESSURE

Basic Principles 3

VACUUM

BOILS AT
?i21- (lowc)
-X-7766

(OILS AT
258'F (126-C)

BOILS AT
160E (71"C)

Fig 6 When A Liquid (Water) Boils M Various Pressures

The temperature at vilhich a liquid boils will vary with
the pressure on the liquid (Fig. 6)'. Decreasing the
pressure lowers the boiling poiN, whife increasing
the pre'ssu're raises the boiling point.

For example: Water under 20 psj (138 kPa) pressure
boils at 258°F (126°C), while water in a vae-uum of
20 inches (608 mm) of mercury will boil at 160°F
(71°C).

In air conditioning, the temperature of the refrigerant
fluid is controlled by changing the pressure on it.
'This in turn oontrols,how much heat moves out of the
aiP into the cooler refrigerant, as we'll see later.

si

HEAT MEASUREMENT

+ I BTU

(0i3 W)

1 BTU (0.3 W) EQUALS HEAT NECESSARY TO RAISE
TEMPERATURE OF 1 LB. (0.45 kg) OF WATER 1P F (1°C)

AT SEA LEVEL PRESSURE
?(7787

Fig. 7 Heat Is Measured In B.T.U.'s u(Watts)

Heat is 'Treasured by a Onit known as .The British
Thermal Unit (B.T.U.) or watt (W). One B.T.U. (0.3 W)
is the aniount of heat regbired to raise the
temperature of a pound (0.45 kg) of water bone
degree Fahrenheit (1°C),at sea level pressure (Fig.

FOS --57 Litho In U.S.A.



4 Basic Principles

LATENT HEAT

A

Latent heat is the amount of heat measured in
B.T.U.:s (watts) that is necessary to change a
substance' from one state to anoTer withotit
changmg its temperature.

;

HEAT WILL -CHANGE A
c0 INTO A LIQUID

HEAT WILL CHANGE A
LIQUID 114T0 A GAS

*Fig 8. Latent Heat

We know thatrice will change to water at 33°F ( f °C).
Each po'und of ice requires 144 B.T.U.'s to make this
change. (Each kilograni of ice requires 93 W.)

To change water into steam at 212°F (100°C) each
pctodQfwate.rust have 970 B.T.y.'s added to it.
(Each kilogram of water muSt have 625 W added.)

Wti call the heat that must be added to ice to cause
a change of sta4e the latent heat of liquidization.
We call the .heat that must be added to water to
cause it to change its state the talent heat ofi
vaporization.

11We reverse this change of state, steam with a heat
intensity of 212°F (100°C) will give off 070 B.T.U.'s
per pound,(625 W per kg) as it condenses fo water.
This heat release is called the' latent -heat of
condensation,

As the water is further cooled, the molecules are
realigned and change tbo liquid to a solid (ice). The
heat given off then is _called the latent heat of
freezing, which will be 144 B.T.U.'s of heat per
pound (93.W per kg) at 52°F (0°C).
This principle Is the basis for air conditionicig
operation:A refrigerant is chosen for its ability to
phange its 'state readily and give off or absorb

("B.T.U.'s (watts).,

Fds -.57 Litho in U.S.A.

',Here is a list giving the latent heat of vaporization of
common refrigerants as cOmpared to water7

_

Substance B.T.U.'s Per Pound
(Watts per Kilogram)
970(626)Water (at 212°F) (100°C)
566Ammonia 364) ,(at 5°F) (-15°C)(

1169'Sulphur dioxide (109) (21_51°F) (-1,5°C)

Refrigera qt- 12 (64482 (at 5°F) (-15°C)")

tei's ioa now af Ihe qualities of refrigerants as
-.Used in modern air eonditioning systems.

REFRIGERANTS

-"Refrigfirant- 12 is the most stable, safest, and
easiest to handle -of the refrigerants .now in use in
mobile air conditioning systems. In its pure form, it
will not react with any of the substances in the( parts
of the refrigeration system.,

With its low boiling point ,of -22°F (-30°C)1'
Refrigerant-12 iS ideal for removing large quantities
of heat from re surrounding air.

NSULATED BOX

.R.EFRIGERANT
VAPOR

..\\
ATMOSPHERE AT 75°F

(24*C)

L1J
BOILING REFRIGERANT -12 AT -22'F AIR A1-30°E

X7767' Ass (-30°C) (-16C)

Fig. 9 How RefrigeratIon Is Produced By
Evaporating Refrigerant-I2

-Fig. 9 shows-bow Refrigerant-12 removes heat from
fhe air. A container of the reqigerant placed in an
insulated box will t3oil furiously at room teMparature.
As this change of state occurs, heatkwttrfollow its
natutal tendency and move frdm the warmer air

-40eide the boX to the boiling refrigerant., This heat
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will then\be carriKI out of the box with the refrigerant
vapors, owering. the temperature "of the air inside
the b'ox. This could contirkie until the heat A° a s

removed from the -air inside the box or ,untit the
temperature of the air and the refrigerant are bo'th at
-22°F (-30°C),. when ttie refrigerant would stop
boiling. At - this lime the heat content Of both
substances would be equal and there would be no
further, turt transfer between the air and the.refrigerant.. .

We will look at Refrigerant-12 more closely in Part
2.

LOW SIDE (Low Plessu;e) HIGH fIDE Prossur.)

Fig. 10 ---CComplete Four-Part Cycle Of Refrigeration

BASIC'REFRldtRATiON-CYCLE
For an air conditioning system to ope(ate with
economy, the refrigerant must be used repeatedly.
For tpis reasotli all air conditionbrs use the same
cycle of compression, condensation, expansion,,
and exaporaVon in a closed circuljFig. 10). The
86,me refrigerant is used to Move thE7heat from one
area, to pool this area, and t6 expel this heat in
another area. ,

_

Bask) Prinolpl

Heat Moves
From Rehigerant
To Outside Air

In Fig. 10, note that the four-part cycle is divided at
the center into a high side and a low side. This
refers to the pressures of the refrigerant in each
side of the sygtem.

To urkierstand the basic refrigerant cycle let's start
at the compressor (1). T e.refrigerant conies into-
the. compressor as a lo ressure gas, is .dom,
pressed; and moves out of. m compres7 s
rtigh-pressure gtEks.

The gas then flows to the condenier (2). Here the
gas condenses to a fluid, giving off its heat to the
outside air.

The fluid then moves to the expansion valve (3)
under high pressure. This valve restricts the flow of
the fluid, thus lowering its pressure.

Ttle 1owOt-essure fluidic then moves to the
evaporator 1(4), where heat from the inside air
moves in and changes it from a fluid to a gas.

'As a hot low-pressure gas, the refrigerant moves to
the compressor (1)* where the entire ,cycle is
repeated. '

OS

4

.
tr"
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8 Basic Prinolpfee

litAT AND PRESSURE

As, we explains/1 earlier, the boiling point of a liquid
(changing it to a cra,O,redn be varied by changing the
pressure on the liquid. This principle is used% in the
baSic refrigeration cycle.

Liquids will not compress; however,*a gas can be
compressed.

In the refrigeration system (rig. 10), the Cool gas
from the eviporator is comfressed, concentrating
its heat in a small area. This compression heats up
the gas until it is warmer than the outside air. As a
result, the gas gives ott -its heat to the outside air
(moving hater to_ colder)._As the gas -gives -off:its.
heat atthe condenser, it changes back from a gas to
a liquid. Under a high pressure of 160 psi (1103 kPa)
dhd up, the boiling point has been raised from -22°F
(-30°C) to + 804F (27°C) Or higher.,

As the liquid reaches the expansion vabie ,and is
metered to the low .side of the system, the liquid
'refrigerant is allowed t& expadd as ,pressure is
removed from it. Here the boiling point drops from
80° (27°C) to 30°F (-1°C) or lower, depending on
the controls of the system. At this lower boiling
poii$ the refrigerent changes again from a liquid to
a gai, absorbing,heat from the inside air through the
evaporator.

The heat-charged gas is then compressed Gy the
compresScr,.onoe agaid, concentrating its heat and
raising its boiling point so that heat con tit*
exchanged in the condenser. See chart on page 7
for temperature:pressure relation.

REMOVING' MOISTURE

The principle Of heat and pressure is also uSed in
removing harmful moisture from the system, but in
reverse order: We can just as effectively lower the
boiling point, by -decreasing the pressure.
,

As the system is pumped down to a vacuum, (Fig.
11), moisture will vaporize and be carried out by-the
vacuum pump. In other words, the water boils at a
lower temperature befause ol the reduced pressure
and so vaporizes and is drawn off. .

FOS 7 57 L itho AS.A.

VACUUM
PUMP

(REMOVES
PRESSURE

ABOVE
REFRIGERANT)

mOISTUVE
VAPORIZES

OUT OF REFRIGERANT

REFRftERANT

LOWER
TE*PERATURE)

Fig. 11 Boiling Of Liquid Under A Decrease in Pressure

SUMMARY: BASICS OF AIR,
CONDITIONING

Here is a review of the basic principles:

Fluids absorb heat when changed from
liquid to gas

Fltilds give off he,lt when changed from
gas to liquid

. Heat always moves from the hotter to the
kolder

Temperatbre at which a liquid changes to
a gas varies with the pressare on it

' Refrigerant fluids must have,a low boiling
point and hest and cool readily for best heat
ex hanges

Basic rfrigeration cyclels compression,
condensation, expansion, andporation:

1 Compression heats up the gas

2 Condensation changed gas to liquid
, and releases heat

3 Expansion reduces pressure

4 7 Evapol'ation 4hanges liquid to gas
and absor s heat

.
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,kPa
T'

°F.
amp.

°C.
1sTi,ss.

PSI
mp.

°C. PSI Pa
46,6 go 6.7

11 47,8 329.6 91 33 101.3 698.5
11 48J 335.8 92 33 103.0 710.2
12 49.8 843.4 93 34 104.6r. 721.2
12 50:9 351.0 94 34 106.3 732.9
13 52.0 ._358:5 96 35 108.1 745.3
13 53.1 366.1 96 36 109.8 757.1'
14 55.4 382.0 I 97 36 111.5 768.81
14 56.6 390.3i 98 37 113.3 781.2
15 57,1 393.7 99 37 115.1 7g3.6
16 67.7 397.8 100 38 116.9 606.0
16 58.6 406. 101 38 118.8 819.1
17 60.0 413.7 102 39 96120.6 831.5
17 61.3 422.7 103 39 122.4 843.9
18 62.5 430.9 104 40 124.3 857.0

fY 18 63.7 439.2 105 41 126.2 870.1
19 64,9 447.5 106 41 128.1 883.2
19 66:2 456.4 107 42 130.0 896.4
20 67.5 465.4 108 42 132.1 910.8
21. 68.8 474.4 109 43 13,5.1 931.5"
21 70.1 483.3 110 43 186.0 937.7
22 71.4 492.3 111 44 138.0 951,5
22 72.8 502.0 112 44 140.1 966.0
23 74.2_- 511.6 113 45 142.1 979.8
23 75.5 520.6 114 46 144.2 994.3
24 76.9 530.2 115 46 146.3 1008:47
24, 78.3 539.9 116 47 148.4 1023.2
25 79.2 546.1 117 4, 151.2 1Q42.5
26 81.1 559.2 118 48 152.7 1052.9
26 82,5 568.8 119 48 154.9 1068.0
27 84:0 579.2 120 49 157.1 1063.2
27 86.5 589.5 121 49 159.8 1093.4
28 87.0 599.9 122 50 '161.5 1113.5
28 88.5, 610.2 123 51 163:8 1129.4
29 90.1 621.2 12k., 51 -166.1 1.145.3

29' 91..7 632.3 125 52 i68.4 1161.1
30. 93.2 642.6 126 . 52 70.7 1177.0
31 94.8 663.6 127 53 173.1 1193.5
31 96.4 ;664.7- 128 53 175.4 1209.4
32 98.0 675.7 129 54 177.8 1225.9

130- 54 182.2 1256.3 *.
131 55 182.6 1259.0
132 56 185.1 1276.3
133 se 187.6c-1293.6
134 -57 190.1 1310.7

°F.
50 --.
51
52
53
5

5
56
57
58
59

60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69

70
71
723
74

75,
76
77
78
79

.80

.82
83
84

85
86
87.
88
89.
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TEST Y (yRSELF

OUESTIO S. AND PROBLEMS

1. When liquid is changed to a gas, doealt abaorb
or give ff heat?

2. It you increse- the pressure .on it liquid, does i.t
raise or lower the boiling point?

3. (Fill In 414 blanka with "colder",or "hotter"). Heat
always moves from the to, the

:

7

A )

,4-. 'DefitItt, a (3.T. . tbritish therm'al Unit):

5. Using ttfe diagram. in' Pig.' 12, show this .basic
rettigeration. Cabe!. iiarts 1., 2, 'and 4, and
show '.'High side' and g'1.tpyt( tildp" bY each artoW at
the top eetWeeieao-h.0iit of the cycle label the%, , .,

rettigeranl-tiow high drlow pressure, and Hp gas'
liquid. Show bretrciofti acput)d.par48."2" and "4"

whbther heat is absofIziod or given ott..
a # . /

:

. ?Answers on pope 1014,)
') -(

4

Fig. 12 Diagram 01 BeeiC RAfrigeration Cycle (See Questipn 6r

FOS 57 Litho)11 U.S.A.
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REFRIGERANTS AND OIL/PART 2,

WEAR GLOVES WHEN NANKING'

(

RICE RAR1

Fig. 13 Refrigerants And Oil

-INTRODUCTION
,The him "refrigerant" refers to t)e- fluid used ino,
*refrigerating system to produce "cold" by reMoving
heat from the air. Refrigerant-12 MS been adopted
fokote in systems on mobile machines because it is
the safest flula;tavailable that will remain stable and
still give off or absorb great quantities of heat.

'Sind() natu(e did not provide a perfect refrigerant,
man devised a compound of flourinated hydrocarbon

:known as carbon tetrachloride. To improve this
element, two clajorine atoms were removed and two
'monis of flourine were introduped in their place. The
new compound was. Refrigrant-12.

This refrigerant is ideal for its' stability at both high
and lOw temperatures, and it will not react with most
metals. Properly handled, it is Ronffamrnable and'
nonexpl e in either a gas or liquid form and will
not injure p nt Or animal life..

Refrigerant- 2 has a boiling.point of -22°F (-300 C),
which m s that a container of the fluid sitting on a
block o ice will boil furiously: This is an ideal quality
for a frigerant, which must work ase, heat
exchang

Another refri erant, called Refrigerant-22, contains
methyl alcoh l and can be a fire,hazard. For this
ittason, all manufacturers, have now adopted
Refrigerant-12 as the safest iocAse in mobile
Machine systems. t

k

REFRIGERANT OIL

4

. OTHER TERMS FOR KEFRIGERANT12
"Freon" has .become a common shop term when
referring to Refrigerant-12, However, "Freon" and.
"Freon-12" ire registered trademarks of E.-1.- du
Pont de Nemours and Company'and shpuld be used-

, only when referring to refrigerant packageOnd sold.
Du Pont

str geran - 1 2 is also packaged in the _Jilted States
der Aeveral other brand . names such as

Genatron-12, lsotron-12, tfcon-12, and others.

Refrigerant-12 has-been abbreviated as R-12 and is.,
acceptesi in the induatry by this name.

_

PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE..
RELATIONSHIP

irt air Conditioning a coMpartment, the objective is to.
allow, the evaPorator to reach its coldeet point
without icing up. Since ice will form at 32°F (0°C),
the fins and cooling coils of the evaporator must not
be allowed to drop below this pOint. Because ol the

the walls of the codling fins
and coil the temperature of the refrigerant pay be
several degrees cooler than that of the air Passing
through the elapcirator.

A thermometer should be 'used with ,a gauge and,
manifold set to properly service .an air conditioner
(see Part 4)...

FOS 287 Litho In,U.S.A.
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19 Refrigerants

HANDLING REFRIGERANTS

Refrigerants must be handled \vith care to avoid
'danger.

liqeid,re'frigerant, if allowed to 'strike the ;kye: can
cause blindnesi.,If allowed to'strike ttilotiy, it can
Cause froatbite.

If a refrigeraRt container is heated, or contacts e
beating element4 the pressure inside can build up-

and explode the cOntainer.

If refrigerant is allowed to contact an open flame or
heated nietal,. A poisonous Qs will be created.
Inhaling this gas t:ran cause yo 10 böd-Othe violently

Rernrnbi- yafrigerant can be dangerous. It
should only be hapdled by a trained.servicémen.

1

SAFETY R LES POR RFFRIGERANTS

Observe the e safety rules when': handling
Refrigerant-12 and its-containers:

1; DO NOT HANDLE REFRIGERANT WITHOUT
SUITABLE EYE PROTECTION. Escaping refrigerant
that might come in cctntact with the eyes can result
in serious frostbite or blindness because of its low
'boiling point. The eyea should be washed' Immedia-
tely with clean, cold Water for at least ten minutes if
an accident occurs. Then go to a doctor or an eye
specialist as soon as possible. The fluid you see
escaping froin Oen connections is oit_aad_not__
refrigerant. But it can also tie harmful to the eyes
bécause its dryness can dehydrate the tender
tissues of the eyeball.

REFRIGERANT-11 FOR FLUSHING
THE SYSTEM

When flushing.the system (see Part fl), either liquid
Refrig4rant-12 or Refrkgerant-11 may be used.
Refrigerant-.11, however, is preferred. It is more
effective than flushing with Refrigerant-12 for the*lowing reasons.

1. Refrigerant-11 has a- higher .boiling point and
!stays in a liquid, state up to 764T (24°C).

2. This higher boiling point permits it to remain in its
liquid state and, therefpre, it will not freeze moisture
that inay be in the sYstem.

3. Refrigerant-11 moves rioisture attd debris out of
a system more rapidly.

1600
(I I 000

14
(9625

12
(8250

1

-td (6875)

660
14(4125)

400
(2750)

200
(1375)

04. It will not freeze skin when in direct contact.
(Reirigerant-12 will freeze skin on contact).

FOS 67 Litho In:U.8.A.
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'DANGER!
EXPLOSIVE
PRESSURES

Pressurs.,n

With LiqU d
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I
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.,
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I
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N/ 0
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06)
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X7768 TEMPERATURE, °F (°C)

Fig. 14 Pressure Of Refrigerant-12 At Rising Temperatures

2. DQ NOT OVERHEAT THE REFRIGERANT CON-
TAINER. The graph In Fig. 14 on the pressure
characteristics of RefrVerant-12 shows that beyond
120°F (49°C) the pressure buildup is tremendouS.
This can be extremely dangerous in one and two.
ppund containers having very thin walls'.

Altiet, during the charging process,- water tempera
ture for heating the refrigerant containers should not
e0eed 124.°F (52°0). Higher temperatures will
cause excessive preesure in the container.
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3. DO fIOT DISCI4ARG6 REFRIGERANT AN
, ENCLOSED AREA, HAVING AN OPE M.

1?efrigerant Subjected to open flame suit' in
phosgene gas, whic4 Is very deadly ropone
Torch Leak Detector (see Part be used.
Car'efully and In a well:ventilated for inhaling
the gas at time can be tive; resulting
in atoxic conditión. A well-yen area with good
circulation Is the only safe g area. Common
sense here is the ,6feates Ua rd.

4. WHEN. PUR iNG 0 131. cola SYSTEM, DIS-,,
CHARGE REF IGERA $ WL Y. Refrigerant has
a great affsrIty for. an carries approximately. 8
perCent of a oil m e stem with It. Rapid purging
or bleed! g will c ry d exceqs amoOnt.of the oil out
with th refriger. nt.

5. D NO ADD ANYTHING' BUT PURE
RE IGER T-12 AND REFRIGERANT OIL INTO
T SYST M. Any additional compound can contain
f reign s stances not compatible with the chemical
makeu of refrigerant, causing it to become
chem ally unstable and to lose its good qualities.

0 NOT HANDLE bAMP CONTAINERS WITH
B RE HANDS WHILE CHARGING A SYSTEM. Frost-

ill form'On the outside of the container when it is
wet, causing the hand to be frozen to the container.
This can occur when using warm water to heat the
container. If this happens, wet the container and
your hand'will thaw and be released.

7. DO NOT wkaon STEAM CLEAN NEAR OR' ON
AN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM. Exceissive.pres-

.sure could build up in the system.

8. Before loosening a refrigerant fitting, COVER THE
CONNECTION WITH A CLOTH TO PREVENT RE-
FRIGERANT FROM SPRAYING ONTO 'SKIN OR
EYE$.

9. 'When charging a system with the engine running,
BE SURE THE HIGH PRESSURE-GAUGE VALVE IS
CLOSED.

R1U

re
mul

ate
ork

saf

10. BE ALERT AND STAY' CLEAR OF ROTATING
PARTS.

C.

t -I;
A111

CONDIT1ONUft
t*vtc

Refrigerants 11

0140
' IT'ONOT SUR 05ED ID GET THAT COLO!"

Fig. 15 T o Objective le To Allow Cooling
Without Icing Upt,

MQISTURE I SYSTEM

1

Any air condi onfng sYstem 4hould be as dry as it is
possible to maintain it. The refrigerant has had
virtually all the moisture removed from it during
rpanufactu . Any moisture introduced into the
system m st come from outside sources such as a
break in a line or from improper sealing of
cohaectt ns when a unit is removed for service.

Refrige ant-12 will absorb moishkre readily when
expos d to it. To keep the, system as moisture-free
as po sible, all systems use a dehydrator containing,
si de iccant which can abiorb great quantities of
Moi ture. However, each can only absorb LI

pr determined amount, and4when the saturatioh
pq nt has been reached, the effectiveness is lost.

oistu're in greeter concentrations than 14 parts per
Million causes damage to the inside parts of the
system. .Water reacts with Refrigerant-12 to form
hydrochlorie acid. The greater the moisture content
in the system, the more concentrated this corrosive
acVl. The acid eats away all internal metal parts
iron, copper, and aluminum, releasing oxides into the
refrigerant as foreign substances which seriously
affect the ability of the refrigerant to absorb and give
off heat.

FOS 61 LItho.in
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Moisturi Is the greatest nemy of the air
conditioning system. Once .a system becomett
saturated over a :Jong 'period of time, irriparable
damage fs done inside the syStem. Pistioles will 6e
eat* through the ayaporator anci ordenser coils,
ulti-

, mately requiring thAir eePlacement. Aluminum .parts
will be eaten awaY, ruining the compressol-, while
valves and fittings pan be so corroded that they are
no longer usable.

The complete removal of moisture from a system can
be E4 serious problem (or the serviceman. Vacuum is
Ugod as the best Means of removing moisture.
Moisture forms in small droplets throughout the
system at zero pressure lt higher. Remembering
thaf at zaro pressure the system still has at .1 east
partial 'atmospheric pressure, as we pump the
s.ystem down into a vacuum, pressure is' released
from the moisture droplets, changing them front a
liquid to a vapor. The vacuum pump then removes
the vaporized moisture. The inches (kPa) of vacuum
reached plus the length of time the system is
subjectecitO a vacuum will determine the amount of
moisture removed.

The use of a vacuum pump (Fig. 16) is necessary for
moisture removal,

po not us. the comprssor as a vacuum pump.
The compressor is cooled and lubrid'ated by
refrigerant and oil, but when vacuuming, neither of
these are done. The risks are:high, so avoid the
practice.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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Fig7 I Using A Vacuum Pump To Remove Moisture
From The System

6

Any system that. is seriously contaminated with
moiMure will require that component .parts be
removed, subjected to high vacuum, and flushed
with refrigerant to ptck up moisture particles. This is
expenSive and time-consuming, but is the only
solution to severe cases of moisture contamination.

Systems .that are seriously contaminated with
moisture tkiould have the dehydrator replaced prior
to pumping down. A good vacuum pump will reduce
moisture to a small percent. The remaining moisture
may then be, readily absorbed by the dessicant.
Complete dehydration of.the system will then allow
the unit to cool ten or more degrees.

16

0

1.

61.



REFRIGOATION 9111,

Oil is needed to lubricate the seals, gaskets and
other moving parts of the compnesaor. For this
pason, a sinall amount of oil is circulated through-
the system with'the. refrigerant. This also aids 'in
keeping the thermostatic expansion valve in proper
operating condition.

Only nonfoarning c)1.1s'pecifically formulated for use in
each air cfondttioner shobld be used.

/
Refrigeratiort,bil is highly refined. It is a mineral oil-
with all, impurjties such as wax, moisture and sulphur

. -removed. -.Nrbver use a motor oil-, regardless ot. grado,in ary air conditioning.syshim.
4 ',I

Flfrrigeration oil is available ?in several, grades or"
viscosities. (Viscgsity is determined by the time in
seconds it takes a definite quantity of oil to flow
thrttugh a certain size orifice at 100°F [38°C].) Oils
of 300, 525, and 1000 viscosity are most commonly
used in air conditioning.

Check the oil level of the compressor each time the
.air conditioner is, serviced. Always check the

ompressor manufacturer's recommendation's
before adding oil to the system. See pages 73 and
74 for procedure to check and add oil.

Except when pouring, never allow the oil container to
Amain uncapped. Always be sure that the. cap is in
place and is tight. Oil atisorbs moisture, and

-moisture is damaging to the system.

HANDLING REFRIGERATION OIL

Here are a few simple ruies to follow when handling
refrigeration oil:

1. Use only approved refrigeration oil.

2. Do not transfer oil from one container to
another.

3. Do.not return oil from a system,to a container
always discard it,

r.".'

A

r

4

ok.

A t.fl

Ralf grants 13

4. Make sure the cap is tight on the ontainer when
not In use.

5. Replace old4.oil if there is an doubt about Its
condition.

6. Avoid 6ontaminating the oil.

TEST-YOURELF

QUESTIONS

'

\

1. True or false? "An open container of
Refrigerant-12 will /not boOli at room
temperatures."

2. W)iat can happen to the skin if you spill
Refrigerant-12 on it?

3. What can happen if you heat up a small,
closed container of Refrigerant-12'?

4. Why. is moisture harinful to the air condition-
ing system?

5. What service tool do you use to remove
excess moisture from the air conditioning
system?

6. True or false? "Use only a good grade of
motor oil in the air conditioning system."

(Answers on page 99.)

.1 7

1
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EVAPORATOR

HIGH
SIDE

LOW
SIDE

;

V

LOW:PRESSURE ,SIDt 001. SYSTEM

,13)

16

BASIC SYSTENOHow It Works/PART 3
gp

- ,HIGH PRESSURE SIDE Of. SYSTEM

EXPANM9N VALVE

11

.

g Restriction
''(Metered Orifice)

Wally Air

Bkwer Fan '
CONDENSER \"

Reed Volvos

HIGH -PRESSURE LIQUID

. HIGH PRESSURE GAS

LOW-PRESSURE LIQUID

LOW-PRESSURE GAS

AIR FLOW

INTRODUCTION

COMPRESSOR,

VI!"
Fig, 17 Basic Air Conditioning System

From the compressor, high-pressure gas is sent lo
the condenser, where it is Converted to, liquid and
tIeeHadiaaipatèd. The high-pressure liquid flows on
o the expansion valve, whereit is metered and its

pressure is.reduced. At the evapqrator, the liquid is
agilin converted to wit), abesorbing heat from the air.
The cycle is then repeatedtarting at the
compressor.

The air conditioner is a heat transfer unit. A failure of
any element will interrOpt the heat exchange cycle
ahd cause the whole system to fail. Each basic
element is engineered and balanced to the other
Orts of the System in order to move heat from the
inside air to the outside air, where it dissipated.

All air Conditioning systems must have four basic
elements:

Compressor
,

Cpndonsor

Expanslon Valve

Evaporator

In Fig. 17, showing the actual parts of the system,
note how the refrigerant cycle of Fig. 10 is
repeated.

A. Outside Mr In

tpt's look a) each baSic element of the system:
Fiest. the compressor.

.
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le Baltic System

DOWNSTROKE OP PISTON CREATES
VACula IN CYLINDER PRESSURE IN

SU( ION LINE° FORCES SUCTION VALVE OPEN

PISTON ON
,,t),01-11."t

COMPRESSOR

!t11 AIN I `J 1:11K 1:

PRESSURE IN.CYLINDER RAISES'.
DISCHARGE VALVE, GAS FLOWS INTO

DISCH'ARG% PIPE

PRESSURE -IN
DISCHARGe [LINE

MOLDS DISCHARGE ,
VALVE CLOSED

PRESSURE IN
CYLINDER HOLDS
SUCTION VALVE

CLOSED

Fig. 18 Operating Cycle Of Reciprocating Compr

The purpose of the compresior is tb circulate the
refrigerant in the system under pressure, thus
concentrating the heat it contains. At the compres-
sor the tow-pressurs gas 'is changed to hiUh-
pressure gas. This presaare bulld-up can only be
accomplished by Playing' a restrictiod in the
high-pressure side ot Me system. This is a -small,
valve lbcated in the expansion valve. The metered
orifice shown in'fig. 17 will serve the purpose for our
basic system.

The cotnpressor (Fi4. le) has reed valvesjo control
the entrance' and exit of refagerant gaeduring the
pumping operation. These. must seat firmly. For
instance, an improperly seated intake reed valve
can result in gas leaking back into the low sid4
during the compression stroke, thus raiii/ng the low
side pressure and impairing the cooling effe6t of the
evaporate./ coil. Lik4wise, a badly seated discharge
reed valve can allow dondensing or head prbssure to
drop as it leaks past the valve, lowering ttie
efficiency of the condenser.

Two service valJes are located on the compressor
as 0n aid in servicing the system (see fig. 21). One
servicei the high.Side, and onceis used for the low
side. A fitting is, provided in each for attaching the
test gad,ge hoses.for testing the syStem. The. high

F9S 87 Litho In U.S.A.
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seor

PISTON ON
UPS T ROK

side service ye is quickly identified by the
discharge hose rou : to the condenser, while the
low side comes from evaporator. (For more
details,.see "Service Valve Pah 4.)

Some tclependen aiwonditioni
still use service valveaaving a shut-off valve built
in: However, manV factory air conditioning systems
now use only one valve having a shut-off feature, and
occasionally none. The gauge hoses are still
contiected to the service valve fitting, in which a
Schrader valve is incorporated to hold in the
refrigerant when a test hose is not connected to it.

The service points on the typical compressor ere as
follbws:

1. Replaceable carbon-type:seal on compressor
crankshaft.)2. Gasket at opposite, or oil pump, end of unit.
34. Servicea le reed valves and head gasket.

Any, other internal failure's usually req^uires the
replacement of the compressor. However, some
compressors are compretely serviceable. ,

The compressor is ntenrally belt-driven. from the
engine cranlcshaft. Most manufacturers use a
magnetic-type clutch.which provides a means of
stopping the pumping of the . compressor when
refrigeration is not desired. .

,

44.
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COMPRESSOR RELIEF VALVE

MAIIISHAFT
THRUST

BEARING

MA INSHAFT
FRONT

HEARING-

>COILLUTCH

FRONT
ni-An

ressor Controlled By Swashplate

_

Some compressors have a relief valve (Fib. 19) for
regulating pressure. If the system 'discharge
pressure exceeds rated pressure, the ,valve will
open automatically and stay open until the pressure

, drops The valve will thx c1os'e automatically.

If the relief valve opens, a loud popping noise will be
heard. In addition, some oil may be ejected through
the' valve. Co ect ,any condition that would cause
this valve to o en. .

SUPERHEAT SHUTOFF SWITCH --

in some applications a superheat shutoff switch
. "(Fig. 14.).%tty be itIcluded in the system. Thki purpGse

of ttis switch is to stop compressor action when the
refrigerant level in the system is Idw dr when
temperatures are too high. This prevents possible
damage to the compressor froni lack of iefrigerant
oil.

The switch is mounted in the rear head of the
compressor. It senses reftigerant pressure at the
low side of the compressdr,

The superh4at shutoff switch is a mechanical switch
sensitive to both temperature and pressure. An
electrical Contact welded to tt\e diaphragm contacts
the terminal whenever low refrigerant pressure ,or
high temperetute exists in the inlet of the compres-
sor (Fig. 20, right). This stops the compressor as
explained next.

2,0

PULLEY

$ HUB AND
DRIVE PLATE

Assuiny

Four holes in the mounting base allow operating
pressure of the refrigerant gas to act, upon the
outside areas of the diaphragm. -The diaphragm
and sensing tube ,assembly is charged with a
reftigerant gas. The sensing tube protrudes into the
suction cavity of the compressor to aense the
refrigerant operating templerature. When the re-
frigerant charge is adequate and temperature is
normal, the system pressure is high enough to keep
the ,electr ic al contact away from the terminal (Fig.
20, left).

If the system develops extremely low pressure
(possibly because of a loss of refrigerant) the
pressure necessary to overcome the expansion of
the gas inside the diaphragm and sensing tube is
reduced. A loss in system pressure also increases
the operating temperature of the gas to the inlet of
the compressor. The increase in temperature
expands the gas in the sensing tube which
pushes the electrical contact against the terminal,
When closed, the current.flow is routed through a
thermal fuse to ground. This stops compressor
aCtion.

If the condition does not correct itself in two or three
minutes, the excess heat generated by a resistor in
the thermal fuse will cause the fuse link to btirn out. '
This stops current flow to the compressor and stops
the air conditioning system.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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SUPERHEAT 'SHUTOFF SWITCH

Flu. 20 .Supo;hent Shutoff Switch

CHOICE OF COMPRESSOR

The compressor is actually installed in the sysiem
for iwo pUrposes. The most important of these is
heat concentration by coinpressitib. Second is tike
ckculation of refrigerant through the system.

Overall dimensions and weight must be considered,
plus the method uaed to drive the compressor: In
most Installations the compressor fits into a
confineil area where size and weight become an
important factor.

The choice of compressors may be a two-
piston-crankshaft controlled reciprocating type (Fig.
18) or a multi-axial piston-swashplate controlled
type (Fig. 1-9). -

The ipmpressor m'Ust concentrate heat molecules
contained in the low-pressure refrigerant returning
from the evaporator to a temperature much higher
than the ambient or outside air tempfrature. The
wide differential between the refrigerant and
ambient temperatures is necessary to aid rapid heat
flow in the condenser from the hot refrigerant gas to
the much cooler outside air. Remember, heat will
flow my!), from the warmer .to the colder.

Litho in U.S.A.

CONTACTS. CLOSED

1111 HIGH.PRESSURE GAS

LOW PRESSURE GAS

1111 TRAPP.ED GAS

Little heat is added to the refrigerant by the
Operation of the compressor. The heat felt on the
compressor housing is caused by compression of
refrigerant vapor. Some heat is lost through the
walls . of the compressor by' radiation, which
compensates for the heat resulting from friction of
moving parts within the compressor.

To.create high-pressure heat, the coMpressor must
ripidly move a large volume of refrigerant -vapor

.v...."-1.; *
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padt is diScharge valve into the high sideof the
syste-..The small orifice dividing ttie high from the
low side of the eystem providlis a presstwe for the
compressor.lo pump agsinst. Too small an orifice or
a compressor with too large a capacity could cause
excessive btailduppf pressure on the high side of the
sy6tem. Too large an orifice in the expansion valve,
a compressor with-too small a capacity, or a .reed
valve failure could prevent a buildup of presOure high
enough to allow sulficient heat exohang'e in the
condenser.

COMPRESSOR NO1n COMPLAINTS

Many noise complaints can be traced to mount and
drive and bther related problems. Normally, if the
unit is noisy at one speed and this noise clears up at
another, it is, not usually due to the compressor.

Each machine has its critical frequencies where all
vibrations get into harmony to generate sound or
no'ise. The speed at which these critical, points are
found will Vary with each machine and each mount
and drive arrangement.

Many times, noise generated due to this condition
can be eliminated or greatly reduced by changing
the belt adjustment.

Replacing1a compressor Which'produces noise at
the same time that the belt seems to "dance" or
"jump" will not usually correct the.noise prOblem.
Usually rigidizing mo'unts, addition of idlers or
changing belt adjuVment and/or length are more
succeitsfur in removing or reducing this type of noise'
level.

Noises from the clutch are difficult to-,recognize
becaughe of the close connection with the compres-
sor. A loose bolt holding the clutch to the sheft will
result in extreaely noisy operation. Take extreme
care to prevent removing the wrong component.

The dttrential between suction pressure and
discharge pressure also plays an important part on
sound level. A compressor with a low suction
pressure will be more noisy than one with a higher
back-pressure. Likewise, high head pressures tend
to make compressors noisy because of the extra
load on beirings.

Also consider whether the system is properly
charged, whether the expansion valve)s feeding
proPerly to ,use the evaporator efficiently, and
whether enough air is being fed over the evaporator
coil.

On the high side, check for contaminants in the
system as well as cleanliness of condenser, amount

9 n
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of air that cen flow through it, and overcharge of
refrigerant:

Since Icompressor has' many moving parts, it is
normal forit -to generate some noise just as a rnot2r
-genres soilè noise,as it operates. Tharefrigerfigt
dases, as they are moved by the compressor
pistons, will also produce noises and vibrations.

The level of permissable noise varies" with each
customer and generally an iexplavation of how the.
compressor functions and What it does will satisfy a
customer that., since the compressor is doing the
work, it is natural for it to make some 4:itind.

CONDENSER

CORE OF
COPPER T-URING

AIR FINS FOR
DISSIPOING

HEAT

-

OUTLET

Fig. 22 Condenser

INLET

The purpose of the condenser (Pig. 22) is to receive
the high-pressure ga; from the compress& and
convert this gas to a liquid. This is done by heat
transfer or the principle that heat will always move
from a warmer to a cooler substance. Air passing
over the condenser coils carries off the heat and the
gas condenses. The condenser often looks like an
engine radiator (Fig. 22).

As the compressor subjects the gas to increased
pressure, the heat intensity of the refrigerant is
actually concentrated into a smaller area, thus
raising the temperature of the refrigerant higher than
the ambient temperature of the air passing over the
condenser coils. Any condition such as clogged
condenser fins, improper condenser position, and
loose belts will result in poor condensing actiop and
decreased efficiency.

Another factor often overlooked is flooding of the
condenser coils we refrigerant oil. This results from
addinp too muc0 oil -to the system. Oil flood-

.
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ing is charasterized by poor condensipg action,
resulting In increaased heat Isressure allq a high
presiture 4 n the low side. This combination always
results in poor cOdling trom 'the evapbrator.

TYPES OS tONDENSERS

Heat exchange in the condenser is accomplished/by
two general types of condensers, air-cooled and
Water-cooled. Water-cooler condensers are not
used in the mobile machine field and will not be
considered here.

There are two basic types of air-cooled con-
densers:

Ram Air for automotive systems
' Forced Air for off-the-road machines

RAM AIR CONDENSER depend upon vehicle
movement to force a large volume of air past the fins
and coils of the condenser. The engine fan is used to
inbrease air volume at lower 'speeds. The clutch-
type fan is designed to allow 'the fan blades to
free-A4heel at higher speeds to eliminate blade drag.
At lower speeds, the fan clutch will engage the fan to
increase air flow over the condenser and radiator
ctils.

FORCED AIR CONDENSERS. use electric fans to
move a large volume of .air over the condenser (Fig.
23). Farm and industrial machines Must rely on
forced air to remove heat from the refrigerant. Thrs
is because these machines must operate for hong
periods at slow speeds, which requires that air be
.toeced over the condenser for proper cooling.

Condensing action is the change of state of the
refrigerant from a vapor to a liquid. It is cIttrolled
by:

1) pressure of (he refrigerant,

2) air flow over the condenser.

Condensing pressure is the controlled pressure of
the refrigerant as it condenses to a liquid.

NORMAL CQNDENSER PRESSURE

Condensing presiure must be high enough to create
a wide temperature differential between the heat-.
laden refrigerant vapor and the hot air passing over
the condenser fins and coils. Only in thieway can the
air carry off enough heat for proper cooling.

TO(416,-IIGH CONDENSER PRESSURE

Indicated By: Excessive head pressure on high side
gauge.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A..
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CONDENS COR

Fig. 23 Forced Air Condenser

Caused By: Restriction of refrigerant flow in high
side of system or lack of air flow over condenser
coils.

Poor condensing action results in the too-high
pressure. The upper two-thirds of .the condenser
coils remove heat from the hot refrigerant vapor,
while the lower third contain fiquid. Too high a
condensing pressure will u6set this balance,
allowing superheated vapor to enter the liquid hose
and the eApansion valve.

TOO-LOW CONDENSER PRESSURE

Indicated By: Higher than normal pressUre on low,side gauge.

Caused By: Fail d compressor reed valve or piston.
Heat exchange I'Ii the condenser will be. cut down,
and the excessive tipat will remain in the lbw side of

4the system.

'EXPANSION VALVE

The expansion valve (Fig. 24) removes pressure,
from the liquid refrigerant to allow expansion or
change of state from a liquid 'to a vapor in the
evaporator.

The high-Pressure liquid refrigerant entering the
expanaion valve is quite warm. This may be verified
by leeling the liquid line at, its connection to the
expansion valve. The liquid refrigerant leaving the
expansion valve is quite cold. The orifice within the
valve does not 'remove heat, but only reduces pres-
pure. Heat molecules contained in the liquid refrig-

93
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INTERNALLY EQUALIZED VALVE EXTERNALLY EQUALtZED VALVE

Fig. 24 Expansion Valve Two Types

erant are thus allowed to spread as the refrigerant
moves out of the:orifice. Under a greatly reduced
pressure the 'liquid refrigerant is at its coldest as it
leaves the expansion valve and enters the evapbra-
tor.

Pressures at the inlet and outlet of the expansion
valve will closely approximate gauge pressures at
the inlet and outlet of the compressor in most
systems. The similarity of pressures is caused by
the closeness of the.components to each other. The
slight variation in preesure readings of a very few
pounds is due to resistance, causing a preSsure
drop in the lines and coils of the evaporator and
co enser.

T o types of valves (Fig. 24) are used on machine
a r conditioning systems:

Internally-equalized valv most ccimmon

Externally-equalized valv
peclal control

Let' look at each valve in detail.

INTE NALLKhEQUALIZED EXPANSION VALVE

The re rigerant enters the inlet and screen (left, Fig.
24) as a high-pressdre liquid. The refrigerant flow_is
restricted by a metered orifice through which it must
pass. As the refrigerant passes throuoh this

91

orifice, it changes from a high-pressure liquid to a
low-pressure liquid (or passes from the high side to
the low side of the sOtem).

Let's revilkw briefly what happens to the refrigerant
as we change its pressure.

As a hioh-prestitire liquid, the boiling point of the
refrigerant has been raised in direct proportion to its
.pressurci. This has concentrated its heat Content
into é small area, raising the temperature of, the
refrigerant _higher than that of the air passing over
the condenser. This heat will theh transfer from the
warmer refriderant to the cooler air, which don-
denses the refrigerant to a .liquid.

The heat in B.T.U.'s (watts) transferred into the air is
called latent heat of condensation. Four pounds (1.8
kg) of refrigerant flowing per minute through the
orifice will result in 12,000 B.T.U.'s (3517 W) per
hour transferred, which is designated a one ton unit.
Five pounds .(2.3 kg) per minute refrigerant flow, will
result in 15,000 B.T.U.'s (4398 W) pe r. hour, or-a one
and one-quarter ton unit. Six pounds (2.7 kg) of flow
per minute will result in 18,000 B.T.U.:s (5276 W) per
hour, or a one and one-half ton unit.

The refrigerant flow through the metered.orifice is of
yital importance. Anything that restricts this flow
seriously affects the operation of the whole
system.

For example, a one ton system uses an orifice
approiimately 0.080 inches mm) in diameter.

. FOS tif Litho in U.S.A.
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EVAPORATOR

SENSING
BULB

, EXPANSION
VALVE -----
BODY

Fi0 25 Expansion \falv

during maximum cooling. A restriction of tcs ortfice
can prevent the unit from cooling to its full
capabilities.

If the area cooled by.the evaporator suddenly gets
colder, the heat traniter requirements of the
evaporator are changed. Ifthe expansion valve kept
feeding the same amigUnt of etrigerant to the
evaporator, the fins and-coils would be cooled until
they froze ever with iCe and Stopped all air flow.

To control this, the orifice in the expansion valve is
metered to vary the flow of refrigerant. This is done
by an internal balance of pressures which move the
valve seat (see at left in Fig. 24).

A thermal bulb connected to a diaphrapm by a smaH
line and filled with refrigerant gas or CO, (carbon
dioxide) is secured firmly by a clamp to the
evaporator tail pipe. The tbermal bulb is sensitive to
tail pipe temperatures. If the tail pipe becQrnes-
warm, the gas inside theMylb will begin to expand,
exerting pressure egainarthe diaphragm in the top
plate that is connected to the seat or valve by a pin
or pins. This expansion will then moyitthe seat away
from Ipe orifice, allowing an increaSed refrigerant
flow. As the tail pipe temperature drOps, the
pressure in the thermal bulb also.,drops, allowing
the valve to restrict flow as required by the evap-
orator.

The pressure of the refrigerant entering the
evaporator is fed beck to he underside of the
diaphragm through the internal equalizing passage.
Expiansion of the gas in the thermal bulb must
overcome the internal balancing 'pressure before the
valve will open to increase refrigerant-flow.

A spring is instalted against the valve and adjusted
to a predetermined setting at the time of manufac-
ture. This is the superheat .spring which prevents"

.slugging of the evaporator with excessive liquid.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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The adjusted tension of this spring is thedetermining
factor in the opening and -closing of thet expansion'
valve. During opeffing ot closing, )he spring tension
retards or.a0ists valVe operUon as.required.-

Normally, this spring is never adjusted in -the field.
Tension is adjusted from four to 'sixteen degrees as
required for the unit bn which it is to be installed.
This original getting is sufficient for the life of the
valve, and special equipment is requked in most
cases to accurgtely calibrate this adjustment.

EXTERNALLY-EQUALIZED EXPANSION VALVE

Operation of the externally-equalized valve is the
same- as the internal type except 'That 4vaporator
pressure is fed against thp underside of the
diaphragm from the tail pipe cif the evaporator by an
equalizer line (see at right in Fig. 24). This balan'ces
the temperature of the tail pipe through the
expansion valve thermal bulb against the.evaporatOr
pressure taken from the foil pipe.

SERVICE PRECAUTIONS

The thermostatic expansion valve is more nsitive
to foreign materials than any other unit in the air
conftitioning system.

'Observe the following rules to protect the valve:

1. In winter, advise the customer to turn over the
pulley of the compressor by .hand several times
periodically to prevent the internal moving parts from
corroding and sticking. This will also lubricate thir
compressor seal, keeping it soft and jn condition to
properly seal the refrigerant. Normally, do not
operate the system in winter as this qan cause
".'slugging" of the compressor.

2. When servicing the system, clean or replace all
accessible screens.

3. Install a filter if the system has exce4ve foreign
materials.

- -
. . $.

4. qvacu, le the system 'properly to 'remove all
postb T mo sture from the system.

5. Cap or coverlines opened for service to prevent
entry of moisture and dirt; ;

6. Replace, the dehydrator as soon as excess
moisture Content is evident. Any system should have
the dehydrator replaced at least upon opening the
system the third time for service. Also, anytime the
system has been opened, for a ldng period from
accident or rupture, replace the dehydrator.
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7. Handle the thermal Alb and line with extreme.
pare: excessive bending and rough.' handling can
cause a break that will release the gas, ruining the
valve.

8. Use a back-up wrench when removing any
connection to prevent twisting of a line, 'Which may
result in weakening and breaking it.

9. Replace the expansion valve only with a
comparable valve. A numbering system is.used to
designate the orifice size. Replacing the valve with
one of either too small or too large an orifice can
Seriously affect systern, operation:

10. Miiintain a positive contact between the thermal
-bulb and tail pipe. Over a period of time corrosion
will form between the two contact surfaces and
insulate the* so that the opOrdtion of the expansion
valve- will tie affected. Thti ctiutip may also work
loose, preventing positive contort between

41:the two.
,

EVAPORATOR

The vaporator (Fig. 26) works the opposite of the
condenser, for here refrigertdirliquid.is converted to
gas, absorbing heat from the air:

7 -

When Ihe liquid refrigerant, reaches the evaporator
itS pressOre has been retluced, dissipating its heat
content and making it much cooler than the fan air
flowing arOund it. This causes the refrigerant to
absorb heat from the warm air and reach its low
boiling point rapidly. The refrigerant then vaporizes,
absorbing the maximum amount of heat.

9 6
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Evaporators

This heat is then carried by te tefrerelant from the
evapgrator as a low-pressure gas through a hose or
line to the low side of the compressor, where the
whole refrigeration cycle ig rapetiked.

The evaporator, remilkos heat frotn the area that is to
be cooled. The desired temperature of cooling of the
area will determine if refrigeration or air conditioning'
is desired. For example, 'food preservation generally
requites low eefrigeration temperatures, ranging
from 40 degrees F (4°C) to below 0 degrees F
(--i8°C).

A higher temperature is required fothuman comfort.
-larger area is cooled, which requirea that large

volumes-of aiftd passed through the evaporator ooil
for heat exchange. A blower becomes a necessary
part of the evaporator in the air conditioning system.
The blower fans must not only draw heat-laden air
into the evaporator, but must also force thrs air over
the evaporator fihs and coils where it surrenders
its heat to the refrigerant and then forces the
cooled air out of the evaporator into the space being
cooled.

'FAN SPEEDS

Fan speed is essential to the evaporation prdcess in
the system. Heat exchange, as we explained under
condenser operation, depends upon a temperature
differential of the air and the refrigerant. The greater
the differential, the rreater the amotint of heat
exchanged between the air and the refriOerant.' A

, high heat load, as 4-generally encountered when the
system is turned on, will allow rapid heat transfer
between the air and the cooler' refrigerant.

---- FOS 57 litho in U.S.A.
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the blower fen turned on to its highest speed Will
deliver its greatest volume of air across the fins ahd
coils for a rapid evaporation. As the area is cooled,
it will soon reach a temperature where little extra
cooling will result if the fan is allowed to continue its
high-volume flow. A reduction in fan speed win
decrease volume, but the lower volume rate will
allow the air to remain in Contact with the fins and
coils for a longer .period of time and surrender its
heat to the refrigerant.

both condensing and evaporating processes
depend upon wide temperature differentials for rapid,
heat exchange. A lowering of temperature of the
refrigerarr in.the condenser, will affect the condens-
ing process,,^and a lowering of the temperature of the
air tinder air conditioning will slow down the
evaporating process.

Cooling the evaporator A dependent on controlled
air flow over the evaporator coils by regulating the,
fan blower sped.

For the coldest air temperature from the evaporator,
ope,-ate the blower fan at tfm lowest speed

Cold AI

EVAPORATOR

,

po§sible to allow the greatest heat absorption by
the refrigerant from the air.

PROBLEMS OP FLOODED OR STARVED
EVAPORATOR COILS

Changing the state of the refrigerant in the
evaporator coils 18 as important as the air flow over
the coils. Liquid refrigerant supplied to the coils by
the expansion valve expands to a vapor s it
absorbs heat froth the air. Some liquid refrigerant
must be supplied throughout the total length of the
evaporator coIls'foUgpacity.

A starved evaporator coil is a condition in which not
enough refrigerant has been supplied through the
total coil length. Therefore, expansion of the
refrigerant has not occurred through the whole coil
length, resulting in poor coil operation and too-low
heat exchange.

A flooded evaporator is the opposite of the starved
coil. Too much refrigbrant is passed through the
evaporator coils, resulting in unexpended liquid

THERMOS1cATIC EXPANSION VALVE

RECEIVER DRIER (DEHYDRATOR)

-"I../ Worm Air

Low Side

4---w HIGH SIDE FLOW

144+P- LOW SIDE FLOW

4.0%." AIR FLOW
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passing into the suction line and into the compres-
sor. Liquid refrigerant in the compressor can result in .

damage to the reed valves and pistons. A flooded
evaporator will contain too much refrigerant for
efficient he absorption in the evaporator coil..The
result is là f evaporation and so-poor evaporator
cooling.

Gauge pressure readings on the low side of the
system readily Indicate either' condition:

4,
A starved coil is shown by too-low a reading on the
compound gauge plus a tooiuick frost formation on
the fins. Also, too little air is emitted from the
evaporator.

A flooded coil is indicated by too high a pressure on
the compound gauge and excessive sweating of the
evaporator coils arid suction hose. This /le-1k-
companied by little cooling from the evaporator.

OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

The basic sOtem we have discussed will work okay
under constant loads or until the unit ices up
because of too much humidity. The pooling rate of
the evaPorator canite"bontr011ed to a great extent by
varying the speed of the fan.

However, adding other featured will aid in operation
of the system. Let's lOok at several of the extra
controls, starting with the receiver-dryer (dehydra-
tor) shown in Fig. 27.

RECEIVER-PRIER ( DEHYDRATOR)

Air conditioning systems do 'not operate at 100
percent.efficiency. Overaa period of time, very slight
leaks and occasionally some serious leaks will
develop. In addition, the demand for refrigerant by
the evaporator varies with changes in the heat load,
the condensin'g action, and 'pump speed.

To compensate for these variablear a small receiver
tank is provided in the system (Fig. 27), Here the
refrigerant is stored until needed by the evaporator.
The addition of the receiver tank increases the
capacity, of the system approximately one to one
and a half pounds of refrigerant.

A desiccant or drying agent such as Silica-Gel or
Molecular Sieve is sealed inside the receiver thiring
its many acttk.._..1LeJFIg. 28).

Basic System 26
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Fig. 28 Receiver-Drier (Dehydrator)

Operating the air conditioning system in late evening
and early morAig with lower outside temperatures,
the drier, will hold its moisture frorn circulating in the
system. Increased temperature during the heat of
the day will raide the temperature of the Øehydraf&r.

If the desiccant has reached its saturation p9ipf or
absorbed the maximum amount of moisture oj4h.
it is capable, the increased temperature will cause
the desiccant to release some of its moisture into
the system. These moisture droplets will collect
inside the expansion valve änd"thange to ice in the
valve orifice. This moisture turning to ice can
completely block the refrigerant flow and atop the
cooling action of *the evapbrator.'

e._

Regardless of where the dehydrator is located, the
desiócant Can absorb and hold only a predeter-
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29 .Thermostat-Controlled Recycling Clutch System

Mined amount of moisture. If operation of the system
is satisfactory during cool tires of the day, but
cooling action becomes intermittent with a rise in
outside temperatures, the desiccant is super-
saturated and releases moisture that freezes up in
the expansion valve. As soon as the valve warms
sufficiently to melt the ice, the flow of refrigerant will
resume until more icing occurs.

Q Separate dehydrator units are available to be
installed in the liquid line in addition to the
dehydrator in the system, and these will assist in
removing moisture,

REMEMBER: A REFRIGERATION SYSTEM CANNOT
TOLERATE MOISTURE.

USE OF SCREENS-IN TA SYSTEM

At any time a refrigeratiOn system is open d for
service, foreign matter can enter in th of

FOS. 67
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CONDENSER

di;:t and moisture. These are called n?ncondensibles
and have a deteriorating effect on Refrigerant-12 or
any other refrigerant. Moisture mixed with refriger-
ant causes hydrolizing action, which results in
interior corrosion .of all metal.psrts. This corrosion
will, in time, sluff off into the system in small particles
which can stop the flow of refrigerant theough the
small orifice in the expansion valve.

Screens are installed throughout the system to filter
and hold these foreign particles from circulating in
the system. A filter is always located in the
receiver-drier (Fig. 28). hould any of these screens
collect foreign particles until they can nolonger piss
refrigerant, refrigerant floW will stop at this point.

4.

29



REMEMBER: FROST WILL FORM AT THE POINT OF
BLOCKAGE OF THE REFRIGERANT.

A screen is &so located jn most cases at the inlet of
the expansion valve. Two `Or three manufacturers
have eliminated the screen at this point in their later
units. In any system containing a screen at this
location it Is not advisable to eliminate this screen
unless a self-contained filter unit is' placed ahead
of the expansion valve somewhere in the liquid
line between the valve and the receiver. These
filters are available to be installed as a separate
item.

Many manufacturers install an additional screen at
the suction side or low aide service- valve of the
cOmpressor. Most factory-installed,onits have
screens located at this point.

$

All screens except the one located in the dehydrator
may be removed for cleaning and should be replaced
if torn or corroded so that cleaning fails to open the
fine mesh.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN REFRIGERANT IS
BLOCKED

A restriction or stoppage of refrigerant flow will
cause the following:

1) Normal or low head pressure with low suctio
pressure.

Excei ssive cgoiness or frosting of the dehydr Or,

expansion valve, and compressor service valve.

3) Little or no cooling from the evaporator.

Horrolo Syntem 27 )

THERMOSTAT AND MAGNETIC CLUTCH
SYSTEMS

During the earlier years of machine air conditioning,
many systems did nOt proyide a means for stopping
pumping action of the compressor. A solid pulley
was installed on the compressor crankshaft, which
resulted in compressor operation anytime the engine
was operating. The only time the compressor could
be stobped was when the belt was removed. Even
with the Fair conditioning controls in the "OFF"
position during cold weather operation, a slight
amount of cold air Would be given off by the
evaporator.4

Today, manufacturers are turning more and more to .
the thermostat-controlled system with a magnetic
clutch (Fig. 29).

THERMOSTAT CONTROL

The opening and closing of electrical contacts in the
thermostat (Fig. 30) are contfolled by a movement
of a temperature4ensitive diaphragm or bellows.
The bellows has a capillary tube connected to it
which has been filled with Refrigerant-12 or CO7. The
capillary tube is positioned so that it may have either
the cold air from the evaporator pass over it or it may
be connected to the tail pipe of the evaporator. In
either position, evaporatO temperature will affect
the temperature-sensitive compound in the capillary
tube by causing it to .contract as the evaporator,
ecomes colder. The contrpction of the gas will
ause the bellows to contract. This separates the

'electrial points and breaks the electrical circuit to
the compressor clutch, which stops compressor
operation.

Basttery

Clutch Coil Over-
Center
Spring

I Capillary
vb.

Point Opening

Temperature
Adosting

Screw

X7770
,

'Rang.
Spring

Cam Colhr

Shaft

Capillary
Bellows

Assembly

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH (SHOWN OFF)

THERMO C
STAT

CAPILLARY
TUBE

BATTERY

Fig. 30 ThermOstat Control
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Now the evaporator begins to warm which, fl turn,
causes the gas in the capillary tube to expand. The
bellows will also expand. rnoving the electrical
points closer to each other. At a predetermined
point, bellows expansion will bring the points
together, closing the electriCal circuit to the
compressor clutch, energizing it and biinging 'the
compressor into oPeration again. This cycling action
will be repeated as long as air conditioning is
required.

a

The thermostatic swdch is composed of a pivoting
frame attached to the bellows. Movement of the
bellows during its contraction and expansion will
cause the frame to pivot. Springs are used to
counteract and control the movement of the pivoting
frame. One-half the electrical contacts are connect-
ed to the frame, and the other hall are mounted
solidly to the body of the switch. The contacts are*
insulated from the metal parts to which they are
attached.

The distance the contacts must travel and the spring
pressure that rust be overcome by the expansion of
the ga in th capillary tube and bellows are the
factors determining at what deDree of evaPorator
temperature the 'contacts will close to complete the
electrical circuit to the dutch.

Most thermostats have provisions for regulating
the range between opening and closing of poiRls.
Some models have a removable coVer under which-

. an adjusting screw is located. If a set screw is not
found here, - assume that the thermostat
adjustable.

In IP thermostats, the spring tension and point
spacing may be varied by the operator to regulate
evaporator cooling to( his comfort. Temperature is
controlled by rotating a cam (via a knob control)
which increases or decreases spring tension on a
pivoting point (Fig. 30).

MAGNETIC CLUTCH

The clutches on machine air conditioning systems
are of two typos:

Rotating coil

Stationary coil

ROTATING COIL clufches have the magnetic coil
inside the pulley and rotating- with it. The elec-
tric current is carried to the coil by brushes
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mounted on the cornpreSsor frame and .contacting
a slip ring mounted on the inside of 'the rotating
.pulley.

STATIONARY COIL clutches have the rnagnefic coil
mounted on the frame of the compressor and it does
not rotate. Since the coil is stationary, correct
spabing is important to prevent the rotating pulley
from contacting the while still bringing the hub
and armature into posit on for the fullest attraction of
the magnetic force.

Each clutch mantifacturer has units lo fit all models
.of compressors according tO the requireMentA lör
both six- and twelve-volt applications. The ser-
vicemab replacing either the clutch unit or the coil
must note carefully that the voltage of the re-
placement unit is correct for the vehicle on which it
is to be installed.

All clutches operate on the same principle whether
the magnetic coil rotates or is stationary. Each has
a wound core located within metal cup acting like
a horseshoe magnet when the boil is energized
eleetricrrilly (Fig. 32).

The pulley rotates on a bearing mounted on the
clutch hub (Fig. 31) except the Frigidaire compres-
sor, which mounts the [pealing on the compressor
front head assembly. The pulley is free to rotate
without turning the compressor crankshaft anytime
the clutch cop is not enervized. The free-rotating
pulley and non-energized clutch coil stop compres-
sor operation.

An armature plate is mounted by a hub to the
compressor crankshaft and.is keyed into place and
locked securely with 'a lock nut, thus making
connection to.the crankshaft.

Energizing the clutch .coil creates, lines' of meg-
netic force from the poles of the, electromagnet
through the armature, drawing it towards the shoe
plate or rotor that is a part of the pulley assembly,
(Fig. 32). The solid mountihg of the pulley prevents
the pulley from moving in a lateral direction;
however, the armature can move until it contacts the
rotor. Magnetic Jorce locks the rotor an,d the
armature plate together. This solid cOnnection then
allows the pulley to rotate the compressor crank-
shaft and operatethe compressor. Compressor
operation will continue until the electrical ckcuit is
broken to the clutch coil, when the magn'etic force is
de-energized. The rotor and armature then
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PULLEY

CLUTCH COIL

Fig 31 MagneticClutch

separate. and the pulley rotates freely without
rotating the compressor crankshaft.

Slots are machined into .both.lhe armatuiand the
rotor to concentrate the maghetic field and increase
the aftraction between the fwo when energized.
Some scoring and wear is permissible between
these plates. However, it is important that full
voltage be available to the clutch coil as low voltage
will prevent a full build-up of magnetic flux to the
.plates.

The correct spacing between the pulley and the coil
on stationarfcoil models must be maintained to
prevent the pulley from dragging against the coil
Correct spacing must glso be maintained between
the rot& and the armature.

Too close a 'clearance will allow the two plates to
coritaot each ibther in "the "OFF" position, while
too wide a space can kevent the rotor from con-
tacting the armature solidly ,in the "ON" position.
Any of these variations can cause a serious clutch
failure.

Also be sure that the mating surfaces are not
warped (from overheating).

Always use the oorrect tools when performing any
service operationa, as damage to olosely-fitted
parts . may result ,,,from too much hammering or
prying.

NOTE: For information of the electrical part of these
clutchop, refer,to the FOS manual on "Electrical
&stems."

I
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Fig. 32 Magnetic Clutch Showing Path Of Magnetic Flow

BYPASS SYSTEMS

HOT GAS BYPASS

The control of evaporator pressure And temperature
by metering a small amount of hot gas from the high
side of the dompreasor (Fig. 33) has been used
successfully many years in commercial refrigeration.
General Motors Etngineers have also been very
successful in adapting this same process to the
control of their larger automotive air- conOitioning
units.

Other manufacturers have a/emoted briefly to adapt
this type control to their units but poondropped
preference to some other type. Most have not gone
beyond the experimental stage.

OLENOID likyPASS

Some automotive produ6ts use a solenoid bypass to
control the evaporator pressure and temperature.
The thermal sWitch I attached to the suction
pressure line at the evaporator outlet manifold. The
electrfoal contacts in the switch are connected in

r series with the temperature control switch and the
solenoid bypass valve winding. In the' normal
position, the contacts are closed.

A deorease in the tempeAtture of the refrigerant gas
leaving the evapoiator will cause a thermal blade to
bend end open the electrical circuit to the solenoid
valve when the temperature reaches approximately
25°F (-4°C). Opening the- solenoid valve allow¢ a
charge of hot re4erant gas to flow inn:, the
evaporator. When the temperature increases
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HOT GAS
YPASS V ALVF.

LOW SI de Hob Sid

Fig. 33 Hot Gas Bypass System

again to apprOximately 40°F (4°C) the contacts'
close and the solenoid energizes, .closing the
bypass valve.

a.

SUC ON THROTTLING AEGULATORS
S7ON THROTTLING REGUL ATOR

4e940.-

Low Siche or.
Suction Line High Side

Fig 34 System Regulated By Suction Throttling

Suction throttling js any type of tontrol used to
regulate the flow Of refrigerant from the evaporator
to the compressor. This control is located at some
point between the tail pipe of the evaporator and the
compresior in the low side or suctiOn line as it is
commonly called (Fig. 34). These deVices are used
mainly on autornotivit systems.

Sometime* it may be difficult to determine exactly
what type of control is used on a pahicular instal-

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.

lation. If inspection of the compressor and lines does
not show a control device, it is safe to assume; a
thermostat-Controlled recycling clutch system la
used.p

We found earlier that a constant heat lotid -and
compressor speed would allow the expansion valve
to meter an even flow of refrigerant into the
evaporator.. Changing any of these conditions,
hoWever, would change the refrigerant flow through
the expansion valve. Without some way to regulate
refrigerant flow, the evaporator cooling will Oecorpe
excessive and freeze the moisture condensing on
the coifs. This- -results in evaporator len/ -or
freeze-up and requires that the ice on the evaporator
be melted before'it can resume copling.

Insta4tion of a suction throttling control device will
compensate for these varying conditions. As the
presSure\ and temperature within the evaporator
drop, spring pressure forces a yalye within ihe
regulating device toward its seat, retaltding the flow
of refrigerant. This action increases the pressure
back into the evaporator, raising both pressure and
temperature. Thelemperature will.ndt be allowed to
drop low enough to frebze over ttle,evaporator coils.
A point of balance will soon be rdached whereby the
refrigerant flow past the valve in the regulator will
reach a pressure arid temperature sufficient to
maintain cooling Without evaporator freeze-up.

.MODULATOR VALVE

The modulator valve (Fig. 36) limns and maintains a
.giinimum pressure in the evaporator. It works like a
hydraulic relief valve except that it has a suction
relief.

Tho Valve assembly is simple in operation. In ig. 35,
note that the valve has' been divided into three
functional areas.

The middle section is connected to the compressor
suction valve. When the thermostatic expansion
valve closes, the suction pressure will increase and
compress the sealed bellows.

When the suction pressure becomes low enough,
the bellows will force the valve disk open?, this will
allow the. refrigerant to bypass the evaporator,
thus stopping any further deorease in suction
pressure.

When the thermostatic expansion valve, at the
evaporator inlet opens, the suction pressure will be
relieved and the bypassing of refrigerant through the
mtdulator valve will be etoppe
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Fig 36 Modulator Valve

Located at the top of the modulator valve is a menus!
controlplunger. This plunger is connected by a cable
to the operator's temperature c3ntrol. The manual
control plunger reOulates the range at which the
valve opens and closes.

When the temperature control is pulled o
. maximum cooling, the valve is fb.11y closed
require a low suction pressure for the refr
bypass.

t for
nd will

(Want to

When the COntrol is pushed in, the valve will be
manually forced open, causinglefrigarant to bypass
freely through the modulator, destroying the suction
pressure in the evaporator.

3 4
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0 T HF H I'VPU S OF SUCTION THROTT1 ING
RECULA TORS

Some other types of suction throttling regulators
are:

Robotrol Valves

Evaporator Pressure Regulator (EPR)

Suction Throttling Regulator (STR)
4.0

These regulators are used primarily in automotive
systems.

LINES AND CONNECTIONS

Refrigerant lines carry refrigerant between the major
Component s of the refrigeration system. They are
joined to the components by connections.

Lines may be constructed of reinforced synthetic
rubber, steel, aluminum, or cdpper. Connections
(Fig. 36) are made w,th synthetic rubber 0-rings,
flare fittings, oi hose damps.

Some fittings are equipped with self-sealing
couplings or 'quick .clisconnects' which permit a
new component such as an evaporator or condenser
to be shipyed with a partial charge.

LOCATION

Listed below are the components connected by the
majdr lines, followed by the various names by which
these lines are tenown.

Evaporator butlet to compressor inlet: Suctipn
line (low-pressul-e line or low-pressure vapor
line). -

Compressor outlet to condenser inlet:
Discharge line (high-pressure vapor line or
pressure line).

Receiver-dehydrator outlet to thermostatic
expansion valve inlet: Liquid line (high-pressure
liquid line). -

Compressor outlet to evaporator outlet: Hot gas
bypass line (hot gas (ine).

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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*

BEA() ON PIPE

HOSE

PIPE

nOSU ANIP Fi 1 mt.

UPSET FLANGE'

0 RING 17111ING

0-RING

F LAFL 1(1 HNC,

Types Of Line Connections

pPERATION

When the system is operating properly, the lines
should be at the following general temperatures to
the Ouch:

. Suction lins Cool

Dischorgai.ino Hot

Liquid Lin* Warm

Hot Gas Bypass Lino Warm to hot (when
bypassing rofrigrant)

.frOS --- 67

t,

Litho In U.S.A.

C.

DIAGNOSIS

Restrictions or kinks in the refrigerant lines may-be
indicated as follows:

Suction line low subtlan pressure et the
compressor, low discharge pressure, little 9r no
cooling.

Discharge line compressor relief valve opens.
Liquid-line lov discharge pressure, low suction
pressure, no cooling.

Hot gas bypass low suction pressure, possible
evaporator icing.

SERVICE

Plugged lines, can usually be flushed with high-
pressure liquid refrigerant. If lines cannot be flushed,
they .should be replaced. Hoses which leak or are
damaged (and plugged screens) should be re-
placed. Hoses and lines shOuld always be protected
from rubbing against sharp metal surfaces, moving
parts, or hot engine parts. tf
The proper oiling and tightening of conmections
is very impollant. Always tighten the line. connec-
tions to the torque recommended in the technical
manual.

Circulating t e refrigerant in the system perioditally
throughout the year will help to lubricate seals and

.gaskets to insure a sealed system. in winter, do this
by lurning over the compressor pulley by hand a few
times.

'N.
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H1GH-PRESSURE LIQUID

H1GH-PRESSURE GAS

LOW-PRESSURE 'LIQUID

LOW-PRESSURE GAS

TEST YOURStLF

Fig. 37 Diagram Of Seale Air Conditioning System (for Test Question No. 1)

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Mark up Pig. 37: "Diagram of Basic Air Condition-
ing System":

at Label the four basic parts of the system.

b. Draw a line through the diagram at the correct
place and label the "high side" and "low side"
of the system.

c. Use red and blue pencils and color the
refrigerant passages as coded on the diagram
to show high or low pressure and gas or
liquid.

2. The compressor actually has two jobs. The first is
compressing the refrigerant ggs. What is the
second? ,

,

4.

36

3. What does compressing the refrigerant gat db to
its heat contluit?

4. (Fill in the blanks.) Air
condensor coils carries off
the refrigerant from

passing over the
and changes

to

5. Compare ."ramair" to "forced air."

6. Which side of the expansion valve will be "cold"
inlet or outlet?

7. (Fill in the blanks.). Air passing over the
evaporator coils changes the refrigerant

to . As a result, heat is
r>

8. To get the coldest air ,temperature from the
evaporator, should the blower fan be normally run at
its- lowest or las t speee
9. What is the pur se of the dessicant seated
inside the receiver-dri r?

(Answers on page 99.)

. ,

I.
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT/PART 4

A Vacuum Pump

B Charging Hose

INTRODUCTION

C Plastic,Goggies

D Gauge and Manifold Set

E Refrigerant Dispensing
Can Valve

F Thermometer

Fig. 38 Complete Air Conditioning Service Kit

Three basic tools are requirele test and service an
air conditioning system:

Gauge and Manifold St

Leak Dtectors /ac

Vacuum Pump

In addition,. some special tobls and attachments Bre
required (Fig. 38).

Here we will describe only operation- of the
various equipment. In Parts 5 through 8 we will show
the actual use of the tools in testing and servicing
the system.

1.

j7

O Leak Detector Kit

H Met;ti Storage BoX

GAUGE AND MANIFOLD SET'.

Accurate testing requires the use of a test gauge set
conneeted to the high and low sides of the air
conditioning syetem. With these gauges, the
serviceman can' accurately pinpoint trouble within
the system as well as determine if the system is
operating as it should.

The gauge manifold set (Fig. 39) is composed
of a low side or compound gauge, a high side gauge,
and the manifold to which the gauges ar'e con-
heeted:.

S

Following is. a brief description of the gauges and
their requirements.

FOS 67 Litho 16.1.1.S.A.
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Fig A Refrigerant Flow To Gauges In per

COMPOUND GAUGE (LOW SIDE)

The cornbound ?yauge (Fig, 39) derives its name from
its function. It will register both pressure and
vacuum. All air conditioning systems can, under
certain conditions, drop from a pressure into a
vacuum on the low side. It is nebessary that a gauge
be used that will show either pressure (psi and,kPa)
or inches (kPa) of mercury vacuum (Hg.).

The vacuum side oj the gauge must be calibrated to
show 0 to 30 inches (0 to 100 kPa) Hg. The pressure
side of the gauge must be calibrated to register from
0 pressure to a minimum, of 60 psi (415 kPa). The
maximum reading of the pressure should not exceed
150 psi (1035 kPa).-Practkally all readings of the,
low- side of the system will be less than 60 psi (415
kPa).

1

-The stale. reading preferred by the individual
Serviceman is left to his.own choice. To accurately
convert pressures to temperatures in the system,
the gauge should be calibrated to a low enough
scale that it will not be difficult to obtain an accurate
reading. Tice...higher the pressure scale, the More
difficult it becomes to get an accurete pressure-

/ temperature conversion.

Fos 8? Litho in U,S,A.

rmance Teit eoth flanii Valves Closed

HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE (-1IGH SIDE)
The high pressure gauge is used to determine
pressures in the high side of the system. The gauge
is calibrated to -register from zero pressure to a
minimum of 300 psi (2070 kPa). A few systems
operate under high head . pressure during normal
operation conditions. This is why the high pressure
gauge should have a reading of .at least 300 psi
(2070 kPa).

GAUGE MANIFOLD

The gauge manifold mounts the high and low side
gauges and connects the gauges into the high and
low sides of the system by means of test hoses. The
gauges connect to the upper part of the manifold
through holei drilled and (tapped to a a-inch pipe
thread. Test hose connectors below the gauges on
the loWer side of the manifold direct the refriaerant
through the manifold to the Opuges to &tailçi
pressure readings.
A center test hose connector on the lower side of ttle
manifold is connected to both pressure gauges and
the test hoses by a passage in the manifold (Fig.
39), Refrigerant flow Into the high and low side is
Controlled by a shut-off hand valve at each end of
the 'Manifold.

3
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ADDING RE FR I GE RANT I

10 LOW SLOE
LERV I CI UMNEC TOR

REFRIGERANT
SOURCE

FROM HIGH SIDE
SERVICE CONNECTOR

Fig. 40 Refrigerant Flow To Gauges And Through Manifold While Adding Refrigerant

With both hand valves in the "close
39), refrigerant will be shut off from
hose fitting but will flow to thie gaug

position (Fig.
the center test
s.

Opening the high side hand valve will allow re-
f94PInt to flow through the passage and out the
center test hose Connector and at the same time
continue to the high gauge to register .pressure
reading.

Opening the low side gauge (Fig. 40) will open the
low side refrigerant to the center test hose
connection and the lq4v side gauge.

By opening and cleeing the hand valves on the
manifold, the followrng jobs can be done:

I) Bleeding excess refrigerant from system

2) Bleeding air from system

3) Purging refrigerant befor# service work

4) Removing air and mois re during pump-down

5) Filling syshem with refrigerant

All of these jobs will be explained in Parts, V
and 8.

39

TEST HOSES

The test hoses are the connections between the
gauge manifold and the air conditioning system.
They are connected to the gauge manifold test hose
fittings by use' dr a screw-on connection and sealed
with an internal 0-ring. Hose connectors should be
tightened only finger tight as this is -sufficient to seal
the hose onto the 0-ring.

The manifold is constructed so that the test hose
and connector directly below the gauge will pass
refrigerant to that gauge to show,pressure readings.
Opening the hand' vplve on the Same side as the
gauge is the only 9.the refrigerant can move in any
direction other tha to the gauge.

The center test hose is not cdnnected to the air
conditioning systerri. It is used to allow refrigerant tc; .

purge from the system, or it May be connected to a 11

vacuum pump for removing air and moisture from the
system.

Opening the hand valves on the mailif old will control
punip-down of the system into a vacuum for more
effective moisture removal.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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Hoses are available to fit the service connectors PIN,
with a Schrader Valve Other hoses require the use
of a Schrader valve adapter on the connectors
before toting the Schrader valve. The use of the
Sehradegvalve in the service connector eliminates
the need for a service valve in the system and the
refrigerant is effectively sealed inside the system X7771
until the valve is opened.

111000k4i4t:-

MM.

Fig 41 Gauge And Manifold Set

Fig. 41 shows a gauge and manifold set discharging
a system through the compressor service valve
pôrt11. For instructions on installing-gauge set into
system, see. Part 7. ,

SERVICE VALVES

The comprespor is equipped with service valves
which are used as an aid ip servicing the air
conditioning system. The manifold gauge set is,.
connected into the system at the service valve ports
and aft Procedures such as evecuating and charging
the system are carried on here through the gauge
and manifold set.

Most compressors are equipped with two service
valves. One services the high side, while 'the other
servioes the low sicle. The-high side service valve is
quickly identified by the drscharge.hose routed to
the bondenser, while on the low side valve the hose,
comes 'from the,evaporator.

Since all valves are the same, we *ill be con-
cerned here with the operation °tone valve in the
system,

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A....
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Flg. ,42 Schrader yalvo

The valves described here are the hand shutoff type.
Many air conditioning systerlis nick/ use only one

-.valve having a shutoff feature, or one valve having no
. shutoff feature. The gauge hoses are still connected

to the service valve fitting, -in which a -Schrader

1-To Gouge Poll
2-To Hose
3-To Compre s sot

FRONT-SEATED
(ALL FLOW SHUT OFF)

BACK-SEATED
(NORMAL SYSTEM OPERATION)

MID-POSITIONED
(CRACKED OPPI FOR, TESTING)

Fig. 43, 7 Service Valve (Hand Shutoff .Type Shown),

40
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valve (Fig. 42) is incorporated. When the fitting in
the end of the service hose is screwed onto the
Schrader valve, a pin Is depressed in the center of
the valve allowing prOssure to be read on the
gauges. When the fitting is iemovecl, the valve
closes to hold refrigerant in the system.

The hand shutoff type of valve (Fig. 43) has three
positions:

A Shut off refrigerant flow. Give pert out of the
system.

B Normal refrigerant operation. Gauge port out
rnie mmrrf.

4/
C Normal refrig nt operation: Gadge port in

. the system.z
We will discuss each position and-determine at what
points refrigerant will be allowed to flow.

A. Shut Off Refrigerant Flow. Gauge Port Out Of
System

In this position we refer to the service valve as being
in the front-seated position.

Refer to illustration "A" in Fig. 43. You can see that
the refri nt is trapped in the hose end, of the

. The gauge port fitting is toward
the at osphere. By following the path through the
valve', you can see that thel gauge port only con-
nects to the compressor. if the compressor were
run with the service valve in this position and. the
gauge port capped, seriOus damage would occur
in the compressor. There would be no area to
pump into.

%WARNING: Never 'operate a 'compressor' with the
'service valves in Closed or front-seated position.
This will damage the compreasor.

B. Normal Refrigerant Operation' -2- Gauge Port
Out Of The System

In "B" in 'Fig. 43 the service valve is in the
backseeted position. The compressor and hose
outlet are connected and refrigerant is free to flow if.
the -compressor is started. NOw the gauge port is
closed off and .pressure readings cannot be taken.
All service valves should be in this position when the
system is operating normally.

A
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COMPRESSOR
GAUGE

ORT CAPS

VALVE
CAPS

46

TION
SERVICE VALVE

(LOW _SIDE) _

ISCHAR
SERVICE VALVE

AGH SIDE)

Fig. 44 -- Locatio(rOf S rvioe Valves In A Typical System

C. Normal Refrigora
In The System

t Operation Gauge Port

The service valve in "C", Fig. 43 is in the, cracke
or mid-position. Now the system can be operated
and the pressures recorded through the gauge port
openings.

Remember, however, that the valves must alwaYs be
backseated again before attempting to remove the
gauge hose from the service valves. Failing to do so
will result in loss of refrigerant. Illustration "C"
shows the presence of refrigerant at all outlets of
the seryle valve for testing.

The locationid service valves at the compressor for
a typicar system is Shown in Fig. 44.

Valve position is controlled by rOtating the valve
sten with a service valve wrench.

LEAK DE TOR$

Several type of leak detectors are available to the
serviceman:

dOiorAd 6ye Additive

LiqUid Detergent-Type Detector

Electronic Leak Detector

Propane Torch Leak Detector ,

A COLOREID DYE ADDITIVE is available which is
added .tp the refrigerant. Operation of the system
will 8110 coloration 'at the point of leakage. A very
slight lek requiring several weeks or even months
to bleed off enough refrigerant to affect system
cooling 'pan often be located using this additive
when other methods ofleak detection fail.

FOS --; 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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BURNER

SEARCH 'HOSE

X7751

DETECTOR UNIT

CYLINDER

TORCH LEAK' OE* TOR

a

4.

OETECTOR UNIT SAMPLING END

ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTOR

Fig, 45 Leak Detectors

A LIQUID DETERGENT-TYPE DETECTOR May be
used around connections and any external point that
might be a source of leak for the Refrigerant-12.
Escaping refrigeiant will cause the liquid to bubble.
indicating a leak. Any parts that are not accessible,
such as the coils in the condensers and the
evaporator, cannot readily be coated with this liquid
to check for leaks.

The ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTOR (Fig. 45) is the
most sensitive of any detector on the market.
However, the initial cost of thia type detector has
been a deterrent to individuals and small Shops
doing a minimum of air conditioning service. This
instrument is electronic and must be handled with
care to- give accurate reaults. When cared for
properly, the electronic detector will locate leaks
quickly and accurately that are almost impossible to
locate with other types of detecto.rs. (Fig. 46).

The PROPANE TORCH LEAK DETECTOR (Fig. 45)18
the most familiar and has recei;red the most
widespread_ use because of its ease.' of handling,
availability of propane in disposable tanks, and low
initial cost. In operation, the blue flame changes
color to yellow to vivid purplish blue when
Refrigerant-12 is picked up by the sniffer tube
outside the system.

CAUTION: The propane torch lak dtector must
be used only in well-ventilated. cries. When
Refrigerant-12 passes ovr an open flame, it
gives off phosgene gal, which is very toxic. Do
not breathe fums glyn off by the dtctor.
i008 Litho in U.S.A.

Leak detection must be performed /Rh the system
under pressure to obtain accurate results. Very
small leaks often require that the system pressure
be increased above, normal before they can be
located. A 50 percent charge of refrigerant in the
system is enough to locate most leaks. Occasional-

,
ly,-a stubborn small leak wilt require overcharging
the system.

The high aide of the system might require leak
testing while in operation with air flow restricted to
the condenser teraise the high side pressure above
normal.

4

The low side is checked in the "off" position with
the pressures equalized in both sides of the
system.

Many leaks carr be found by looking for an oily spot
or film at the source of the leak, especially if the leak
is a large one.

,

Fig, 4IPLeik Testing SYlitin Using
Elbtrordo likk Detector
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TO
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LOW HIGH

VACUUM,PUMP

Fig. 47 Using Vacuum Pump To Evacuate The System

The,vacuum pump is used to evacuate lir from the
system (Fig. 47).

When the system is depressurized and opened for
service, air enters the openings before they can be
capped. To remove, this air (and its harmful
moisture), the systeM must be evacuated. This is
done by removing air unt a vacuum /is created.
Detailed procedures ere given in Part 8.

OTHER SERVICE TOOLS

Other
complete air conditioning service kit.
tools such as those ,shown in Fig. 38

arepart of
These include. charging hoses, plastic safety
goggles, refrigerant can valve, and thermometer.

Since 'the air conditioning system is activated by
electrical controls, some electrical test equipment
such as a voltmeter will also be needed to check for
faulty wiring and other problems. (6
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TEST YOURSELF

QUESTIONS

1. What three basic tools are required to 'test
and service an air conditioning system?

2. Why are two gauges needed to teat the
pressure in the system?

3. On what Component are the system rice,
valve# located?

4. What type of leak detector is most sensitive
to small-leaks?

5. What happens when Refrigerant-12 is
possed over an open flame?

8. Wharequipment is used to remove air from
the system?

(Answers on page-99.)
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INSPECTING THE SYSTEM/PART 5
4

Hot Air Out

CONDENSER

MOTORS AND BLOWERS

Air In

(4

X7773

COMPRESSOR
MANIFOLD AND

IERVICE VAL,VES

INTRODUCTION

-SIGHT
GLASS

EXPANSION
VALVE

Fig. 48 Air Conckitioning System For Typical Tractor With Cab

The Performance Test should always be' performed
after repair work has been, done and before the
machine is released to the customer. The ser-
vicemYttn p.erforming this telpt carefully will insure that
the repairs have. been 06pRrly performed and that
the system will operate satisfactorily.

A good Performance Test includes d thorough
examination of the outside of the system as well as
the inside. Many related parts are overlooked
becauaejlt is felt they are of no importance to the
system actaelly cooling the inside of the cab. But

,Apften these outside parts have a direct bearing on
fthe operating efficiency of the unit.

For this reason, a thorough visual inspction of the
complete system should be erformed,,followed by
an operating inspection of t e system.

A Seasonal check of the system is very. important in
revealing troubles early before they cause a failure.

A Perforrance Test ojibe system (page 67) is the
only positive way in which the complete system .can
be checked for efficient operation. Whenever
possible, the system should be given this test before

. work is begun on the system.

Many times, however, the system is completely
inoperative, and repairs must be performed before it
can be properly tested, The test can uncover further'
work that miist be performed before the system ie
brought to full operating efficienc.

1

EVAPORATOR

F05 57 Litho In U,S.A.,
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VISUAL INSPECTION OF SYSTEM

Visually inspect The Following:

1. COMPRESSOR DRIVE BELTS TIGHT; NOT WORN
OR FRAYED; AND ALIGNED WITH PULLEYS..The
compressor belt (Fig. 49) is subjected to a heavy
load during operation. This is especially true when
the head pressures build up in excess ot 200 psi
(1380 kPa) in hot weather operation. The belt must
be in excellent condition to withstand the strain'of
heavy loads. If the pulleys are not properly aligned,
extreme side wear to the belt and pulleys will result.
Too tight ak belt tension will result in strain to the
bearings of units -operfited by the compressor belt
Too loose a belt tension will result in belt slippage
and poor performance. A belt tension gauge
eliminates guesswork in tightening the compres-
sor belt. If a belt tension 'gauge is not available,
tighten until there is NI- to 1,4-inch (10- to 13-mm)
deflection between any two pulleys that are farthest
apart.

iefSf-,"

Fig 49 flompressor Drive Belt And Pulley

2. COMPRESSOR BRACKETS AND BRACES TIGHT
AND NOT CRACKED OR BROKEN. Mounting bolts
work loose, and breckets and braces often break
under the vibrations and strain of operation. Failure
to inspect and repair any damage at these points
can result in early system failure.

3. HOSES OR COPPER LINES NOT CHAFING OR
LEAKING. Grommets and rubber pads that were
originally installed to protect the hoses from contact
with metal parts may deteriorate or loosen.
Exposing the hose Or li *to constant rubbing and
chafing can cause deteriora ion and allow the
refrigerant to,escape. To prevent damage, install
some type of protective material.

FOS 7 Litho in U.S.A.

tr,

4. CONDENSER CtrEAN AND PROPERLY MOUNT-
ED, Insects and dirt clog the condenser and radiator
and stop air movement. Any blocking of full air flow
over the condenser and radiator coils must be
corrected to &low proper condensing action of the
system.

6. EVAPORATOR CLEAN. The evaporator con-
denses moisture which in turn traps dust and lint on
the side where the air enters. The blower or fan can
be effective only when evaporator pasiages are
clear. Dust and lint should be removed.

e. COMPRESSOR OIL LEVEL CORRECT. On com-
pressors having a Provision to check the oil level
without disconhecting the compressor from the
system, make an oil level check using the correct dip
stick. Do not overfilrthe system with orl as flooding
of the condenser and evaporator will result. See
pages 73 or 74.

7. AIR DUCTS ANDLOUVERS OPERATING
SMOOTHLY. Operate all mechanisms to check for
foe operation .jkh&t binding and sticking.

8.. BLOWER exiogt OPERATING SATISFAC'TORI-
LY. Operate b er motor at all speeds. If motor is
noisy or fails a onto speeds, repair it.

9. AIR FILTERS CLEAN. Many systems use.filters to
der the air before it gdes to the evaporator coil.
The filter must be removed and cleaned, as a
clogged filter will seriously affect evaporator air
flow.

10. VISIBLE LEAKS. An oily spot usually indicates a
refrigerant leak, as oil is carried out with the
escaping refrigerant.

11. LEAK TEST THESYSTEM. A leak test (page 83)
will tell whether an oily spot indicates a leak. This
test oan only' be performed on systems -thati are
operative. A upit.that has'Iost its refrigerant must be
partially charged before this test can be performed.

OPERATING INSPECTION 00 SYSTEM

*An operating inspeCtion of the system can be made
for three factors:

System fully charged

Relation of temperatures at high and low ,

sides of system okay

Evaporator outlet blowing cool air

Before making these inspections, operate the
system for about 6 minutes to allow refrigerant in
system to stabilize.

15
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EVAPORATOR

, cHECKING SYSTEM FOR FULL CHARGE
4

1. Use the test gauges and the sight glass (if
equipped) for this test. See page 65 fortinstallind

)gaugefi.

2. High side or head pressure will normally read
from 150'to 270 psi (1035 to 1060 kPa), depending
upon ambient aie temperatures and the type of unit
tested. (See chart at right.)

3. The siielt glass (if equipped) should .be free of
bubbles (rter system tias been operating for a few
minutes).

4. Low side pressure should read from 7 to 30 psi
(50 to 210 kPa), again depending on the air
temperatures and the unit tested. ,

,

5. It- is impossible to give a definite reading for all
types pf syetems, as the type of ,control and
component install n will influence the pressure
readings of the high nd low sides.

8. The high side pressure wile definitely be affected
by the ambient or outside air temperature. A system
-that is operatiqg normally will indicate.a high side
gauge reading between 150:170 psi (1035-1170
kPa) with a 76-80°F (Q4-27°C) ambient tempera-
ture. -The same system will register 210-230 psi
(1450-1585 kPa) with an ambient temperature of
100°F (38°C). No two syhtems will register exactly
the sarne, so allow for variations in head pressures.

CHECKING RELATIVE TEMPERATURES AT HIGH
AND LOW SIDES OF SYSTEM

1. The high sidof the system should vary 'from hot

3t cOMpreasor diacharge valve to warm at expan-
sion valve. A difference in temperature will indicate
a partial blockage of liquid or gas at thiaspoint.

AIR CON IT ONED CAB FOR FARM COMBINE

or Farm Machines With Cabs

PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE CHART

Ambient Ter+. Normal High Side Pressure

80°F (27°C) 150-170 psi (1035:.1170 kPa)
90°F (32°C) "175-195 psi (1210-1345 kPa)
9'6°F (35° 8,5-205 psi (1275-14 16 kPa)
1-00°F (38°C) 10-230 psi (1460-1565 kPa)
105°F (41°C) 230-260 psi ( 1686-1726 kPa)
110°F (.43°C) 260-270 psi (1726-1860 kPa)

The low side of the system should be uniformly cool
to the toucla with no exOssive sweating of the
suction line or low side '. service valve. Exces-
sive sweating or frostin4 ,M the low side service
valve_ usually indicates the expansion valve is al-
lowing an excessive amount of refrigerant into the
evaporator.

.

CHC,C.K1NG EVAPORATOR OUTPUT

6. If all the above inspqctions have been performed
crefully and components have been found to
operate okay, a rapid cooling of the cab 'interior
should result.

the use of a thermometer is- not necessary to
determine evaporator output, but its use is left to the
diicretton of the serviceman. ,Bringing all units to
their correct operating specifications will insure that
the evaporator performs as intended.

CONTINUING PERFORMANCE TEST

If further tests are needed, see "Performance
Testing.,The Systibm" on page 07.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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TEST YOURSELF

QUESTIONS

1. .Whikt is the normal range for low side pressimil, in
the system?

2. Pill in the normal high side pressure ranges in the
chart beldw.
Ambient Tentp. Normal Niqh Sid Prssur

80°F (2°C)
90°F (32°C)
95°F (36°C)

100e-F (-313°-C)

106°F (41°C)

110°f (430 C)

3. Match the temperatures below with the compon-
ents listed.

System Componnt Normal Tmpratur
1. Expansion valve a. Hot to the touch

2. Low side suction line b. Warm to the touch

3. Compressor discharge c. Coot to the touch
valve .

(AnsWera on page 09.)

(

P08 57 Litho in U.S.A..
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DIAGNOSING THE SYSTEM/PART 6
Hot Air Out

A

CONDENSER

MOTORS AND BLOWERS*

RECEIVER-
DRIER

Air in

COMPRESSOR
MANIFOLD ANDr SERVICE VALVES

X7773

INTRODUCTION

SIGHT
GLASS

EXPANSION
VAL.,7

Fig. 51 Basic Air Conditioning System For Farm Or induatrial Tractor With Cab

Part. 6-1s divided into three sections.

Troublhooting customr cOmplaints
Diagnostic chart
Flow charts for diagnosing th system

Troubleshooting Customer Complaints

The following charts are offereci as an aid in
troubleshooting all kinds of air conditioning systems.

All complaints in this section fall into three main
categories:

Elm:Ark:al
Mechanical
Refrigeration

An Inspection will 'tell which of these dategories the
suspected trouble falls under.
In Many cases,, a problem that catres an air
conditioning system to malfunction requires little
time to check out and repair. These possible causes
should be the'lirst to be examined and correctlpd.

EVAPORATOR

For example, #i complaint will likely be that the air
conditioner prbdtices -n000ling. Before installing
pressure gauges, take time to check a few possible
causes. Go to the troubleshooting chart on the next
page and review the Causes for System Producing
14o Cooling.

If electrical components are operating, the causes
under "Ilectrical" can be eliminated. You may want
to check for a burned out or disconnected clutch coil
and solenoid, xcessively burned electrical switch
contacts in the `khermostat, or defective sensing
element.

Next. check for 'Mechanical' problernslhat could
be inspected and repaired without attaching the
prepsure gauges lines 1 and 2. These can be
examined and corrected, if necessary, with little
"difficulty. Lines 3, 4 and 5 require ;Installing the
gauges.

In this example, it would be appropriate to next
inspect for refrigeration-related problems, in the
next section of the chart, that require the least
amount of time to inspect and repiir. Lines 1 and 2
under Causes fit this requireMent.

FOS 67 . Lito in U.S.A.



If the problem is not discovered after inspecting these possibilities,
it Mir be necessary kflnstaflIhe pressure gauges. The remaining
"Mechanical'. and "Refrigeration" problems may then be examined
using pressure readings as a guide.

By using this type of logic to troithleshoot air conditioning systems,
many problems can be repaired in a minimum amount of time, First,
eliminate the possible causes of problems that are easiest to check

TROUBLESHOOTING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS

Trouble Cause

I. SYSTEM PRODUCES Electrical
NO COOtING

1. Blown fuse.

1

2. Broken or disconnected elec-
trical wire.

3. Broken or disconnected ground
wire.

4. Clutch coil or solenoid burned
out or aisconnected.

5. Electric switch contacts in ther-
mostat burned excessively, or
seasing element defective.

6. Blower motor disconnected or
burned out.

Mechanical

1. LoCse or broken drive belt.

2. Compressor partially or com-
pletely frozen.

and retir. Thee, if the problem is not discovered, attach the
pressure gauges and check the other possible causes of the
problem. If none of the symptoms listed are detected, use the flow
charts (beginning .on page 56) for a systematic diagnosis of the
entire system. Remember, this troubleshooting chart is a methodical
procedure to locate the source of a problem. The Flow Charts for
Diagnosing the System give a systematic examination to determine
what the problem is and how to repair it.

Indications

1. Electrical Components will not
operate.

2. Electrical components will not
operate.

3. Electrical components will not
oberate.

4. Compressor clutch or solenoid
.inoperative.

5. Compressor _clutch inoperative
(applies to units having thermo-
statically controlled recycling).

6. Blowei motor inoperative.

1. Visual inspection.

2 Compressor pulley slips on belt
or will not turn when clutch is
engaged.

Remedy

1. Replace fuse.

2, Check all terminals for loose
connections; check wiring for
hidden breaks.

3. Check ground wire to see if
loose, broken, or discon-
nected.

4. Check current flow to clutch or
solenoid replace if inopera-
tive.

5. Replace thermostat.

6. Chr2ck current flow
motor . repair or
inoperative.

to blower
replace if

1. Replace drive belts and/or
tighten to specifications:.

2. Remove compressor for service
or replacement. 50
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TROUOLESHOOTING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTSContInued

Trouble

I. SYSTEM PRODUCES
NO COOLING
Continued

SYSTRM WILL NOT
PRODUCE
SUFFICIENT
COOLING

51

Cause

3. Compressor reed valves inoper-
ative.

4. Expansion verve stuck in open
position.'

5. Expansion valve stuck shut.

Refrigeration

1. Broken refrigerant line.

2.,fusible plug blown (does not
apply to all units)..

.3. Leak in system.,

4. Compressor shaft seal leaking.

5. Clogged screen or screens in
receiver dehydrator or expan-
sion valve; plugged hose or coil.

Electrical

1. Blower motor sluggish in opera-
tion.

Indications

3. Only slight variation of both
N.11.1t_sue readings at any engine

speed.

4. Head pressure normal or high,
suction.. pressure high, evapora-
tor flooding.

5. Head pressure low, suction
pressure low.

I. CompletE; loss of refrigerant.

2.1omplete refrigerant loss.

3. No pressure on high and low
gauges (applies to any system
having complete loss of refrig-
erant).

4. Clutch ant front of compress
oily; system low.or out of refrig-
'erant.

5. Itgh gauge normal Or may read
high. Low 4aucje usually shows
vacuum pr, very low pressure
repding. Frosting usually occurs
at point of blockage.

I. Small displacement of air from
discharge duct; bloWer motor'
possibly noisy.

Remedy

3. Service or replace compressor
reed valves.

4. Replace expansion valve.

5. Replace expansion valve.

1. Examine all lines for evidenCe of
breakage by external stress or
rubbing wear.

2. Examine fusible plug 2--"R awn,
replace with correct pitig.

3. Evacuate system, apply static
charge, leak test system, and
repair leak as necessary (see
pages 83 and 88).

4. Replace the compressor shaft
seal.

5. Repair as necessary.
NOTE: After completing repairs of
any above, system must have
glehydrator replaced, evacuated,
and Charged.

1. Remove -blower motor for ser-
vice or replacement.

.52
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TROUBLESHOOTING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTSContinued

Trouble

R. SYSTEM WILL- NOT
PRODUCE ,

SUFFICIENT
, COOLING
Continud

/ 4. Outside air vents open.

Cause,;.-.,,-:. ,-
Mchanical

1. Compressor clutch slipping.

2. Obstructed blower discharge
passage.

f

3. Clogged air intake filter.

5. Too little air circulation over
condenser coils; fins clogged
with dirt or bugs.

6. Evaporator clogged.

Refrigeration

1. Too little refrigerant in system.

.1

Indications

I. Visuallin4ection.

2. Blower operatesat hi4speed
but air displacement very small.

4

3. Too little air displacement by
blower.

p.

4. Too little cooling at high ambient
temperature.

t'5. Too lit e cooling itt discharge
outlet; excessive high pressure
gauge reading; engine tempera-
ture usually excessive.

6. Fins clogged with lint, dust, or
coated with cigarette tars.

1. Bubbles in sight glass; high
bauge 'readings excessively
low.

Remedy

1: Remove clutch assembly, for
service or replacement.

2. Examine entire discharge pas-
sage for kinks, weddings, or
failure to open passage during
installation. Correct as neces-

elfy.

3. Remove air filter screens and
service or replace, whichever is
necessary.

4. Close air vents (adjust costrols
if necessary).

NOTE: Some owners must be In-
structed on importance of keeping
air vents closed when air condition-

4ing unit is in operation.

5. Ciean engine radiator and con-
denser, Install heavy duty fan,
fan sh-roud, o( reposition radia-
tor and conde6"ser, whichever is
necessary.

6. Loosen, pull down, and clean
with compressed air. Use clean-
ing solvent to remove cigarette
tars.

1. Rechart:ptem until bubbles
disippear gauge readings
stabilize to s iitificatiofie (seer
page 69).

1



TROUBLESHOOTING CUSTOMER COMPL#INTSContinued

Trimble Cause

0

II. SYSTEM WILL NOT
PRODUCE
SUFFICIENT
COOLING
Continued

55

Refrigeration Continued

2. Clogged screen in expansion
valve.

3.: Expansion valve thermal bulb
has lost charge.

4. Clogged screen in receiver-
drier.

5. Thermostat defective or im-
properly adjusted.

Indications Remedy
t

2. Gauge pressures may be normal 2. Bleed system, remove screen,
or may show vlightly increased clean and ma-ice (see page
head pressure and low suction 86).
pressure; discharge output tem-
perature higher than specified.

3. EXcessively high or low gauge 3. Bleed system; replace expan-
readings; may cool in excess or sion valve.
not enough.

4. High pressure gauge .usually
higher than normal; low %Tres-

. sure gauge lower than normal;
receiver cold to touch and may
frost. ,*

4. Bleed system; replace receiver-
drier.

5. Low gauge reading high; clutch 5. Adjust or replace thermostat.
cycles at too high a reading.

56,
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TROUBLESHOOTING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS Continued

Trodble

III. SYSTEM COOLS
INTERMITTENTLY

5

Cause

Electrical

1. Defective fiircuit breaker, blow-
er switch, or bloWer motor.

2. Partial open, improper ground,
or loose connection in compres-
sor clutch coil or solenoid.

Mechanical

1. Compressor clutch slipping.

Refrigeration

1. Unit icing up may be caused'by
excessive moisture in system,
incorrect super heat adjustment
in expansion valve, or thermo-
stat adjusted too low.

2. Thermatat defective.

Indications

.1. Electrical units operate intermit-
tently.

2. Clutch disengages° prematurely
during operation.

1. Visual inspection; operates until .
. head pressure builds up (as

viewed on high pressure gauge)
at which time clutch begins
slipping; may or may not be
noisy.

Me

1. Unit ices up intermittently.
NOTE: Any unit will ice up under
certain conditions of refrigerant
temperature, humidity, and ambient
temperature.

2. Low side pressure may be low
or excessively high; adjust-
ments will not correct.

Remedy

1. Remove defective part for ser-
vice or replacement.

2. Check connections or re(noVe
clutch coil or solenoid for ser-
vice or replacement.

.1. Slippage over a prolonged per-
iod will require that clutch ,be
removed for service; may
require readjUStment for proper
spacing.

1. Replace expansion valve; re-
place dehydrator if excess
moisture present; adjust ther-
mostat.

2. Replace thermostat.

4v
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4ROU-B-LESHOOTING- cos-TOME

.Trouble

OMP6VINTS--=Cantintiect

Cause

IV. SYSTEM TOO NOISY Electrical
1. Defective winding or improper

connection in compressor
clutch coil or solenoid.

59
L.

Mechanical
1. Loose or excessively worn drive

belts.
2. Noisy clutch.

f#/t)

3. Compressor noisy.

4. Loose panels.

5. Compressor oil level low.

6. Blower fan noisy; excessive
wear in, blower motor.

7. Idler pulley and bearing defec-
tive.

Refrigeration
1. Excessive charge in system.

2. Low charge in system.

3. Excessive moisture in system.

4. High pressure getitce valve
closed.

Indications

1, Visual inspection; solenoid or
clutch vibrates.

t,

1. Belts slip and are noisy.

2. May or may not slip; noisy When .
engaged.

3. Loose mountings; worn parts,inside compressor. -

4. Excessive rattles during opera-
tion.

5. Compressor noisy and lower
portion hot to touch. a

6: Blower motor noisy.

7. Whining or growling noise during
operation; pulley has rough feel
when rotated by hand.

1, Rumbling noise or vibration in
high pressure line; thumping
noise in compressor; excessive
head pressure and suctiOn pres-
sure; bubbles in sight gllss.

2. Hissing in evaporator che at
expansion valve; bubbles or

. cloudiness in sight glass; low
head pressure.

3. Expansion valve noisy; suction
pressure low.

4. Compressor has excessive
knocking noise; high preisure
gauge reads above normal.

Remedy
,17,1371411171111/11171.1111V

1. Replace or repair as necessary

r.

1. Tighten or replacb as required.

2, Remove clutch for service or
replacement as necessary.

3. Check mountings and repair;
remove, compressor for service
or replacement.

4. Check and tighten all panels,
hose holddown clamps, or rub-
bing or vibrations of hoses or
pipes.

5. Fill with correct specified oil.

6. Remove blower motor for ker-
vice or replacement as neces-
sary.

7. Replace bearing; invect idler
and pulley 'as may be worn
excessively.

1. Discharge excess refrigerant
until high pressure gauge drops
within specificatioWsee page
59, Step C).

2. Check system for leaks; charge
system (page 83):

eplace dehydrator; evacuate
and charge system,

4. Open.valve immediately.
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DIAGNOSTIC CHART

The dl,a9nostic chart can help to understahd how
afferent conditions can affect the entire system.
The char) gives symptoms that. normally are
asisociated With the conditions that are listed,

Condition

LACK OF R 2

LOSS OF R- I 2

COMPRESSOR
FAILURE

CONDENSER
MALFUNCTtON

EXPANSION
VALVE STUCK
OPEN

EXPANSION .

VALVE STUCK
CLOSED

RESTRICTION
BETWEEN
CONDENSER AND
EXPANSION
VALVE

RESTRICTION
-BETWEEli
COMPRESSOR
AND CONDENSER

NORMAL

FOS 57

Use the 4ubleshoghling Charts and the FloW Charts
For Diagnosing the System to locate the source of a
problem and systematically examine and repak the
problem.

DIAGNOSTIC CHART FOR AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Low
§ide

Pressur

Very
low

Low

High

High

High

Low

Low

High

Normal

LifIr in U.S.A.

High
Side

Prssur
Very
low

Low

Low

High

High or
Normal

Low

High
normal
or low

Normal

I J

Sight
Glass

Clear

Bubbles

Clear

Clear to
ccasional
bubbles

Clear

Clea'r -

Clear

Clear

Clear

Suction Receiver-
Line Drier

Slightly
cool

Cool

Cool

Slightly
coOl to
warm

Cold
sweating

o osti
heav

Cold
sweating

,or frosting
heavily at
valve, inlet

Cool

Slightly
coolto
.14/811111

Cool
'possible

light sweat

Slightly
'warm

Warm
to hot

Warm

Hot

Warm

Warffi

Liquid
Line

Slightly .
warm

Warm

Warm

Hot

Warm

Wann

-Cool. or Cool or
sweating sweating
or frosting or frosting

Warm or Warm or
hot hot

Warm Warm

Discharge
Lino

Slightly
warm

. Warm
(o hot

Warm

Hot

Hot

Hot

Hot to
point of

restriction

Hot

Hot

Discharge
Ak

_Warm

Slightly
cool .

Slightly
cool

Warm

Slightly
cool

Slighttr->
cool

Sliuhily
cool

Warm

Cool
specification

on
page 62)



FLOW CHARTS FOR DIAGNOSING THE SYSTEM.

The following charts are desighed to acquaint the air
conditioning technician with gauges as diagnostic
instruments.

However, before attaching the pressure gauges,
make stake other problems that are easier to repair,
have beeh checked first. See the discussion on
Troubleshooting Customer Complaints on par 47.

If the gauges must be installed (see page 85 for
installation procedures', and the problem is not
diecilvered tilling tile charts on the flrecedi_n_g Rages,
use the following flow charts to determine the cause
of a malfunction. Each flow chart begins with ari
abnormal pressure g-auge reading that could be
expected if the air conditioning system operates
improperly.

CONDITION NO. -1

LOW SIDLSIWOR VACUUM

Diagnosis 56 .

i
After installing the gaug a (page 86), determine
what the normal preett e should be. Normal
pressures will vary depe ding on the ambient
temperature (see discussio and chart on page 46).
If pressures fire not normal, efer to the appropriate
flow chart that itiatches the gauge readings:

Condition No. 1 LOW SIDE low or vacuum, HIGH
SIDE normal or low (page 66).
Condition No. 2 LOW SIDE ' normal or high, HIGH
SIDE High (page 58).
Conditidn No. 3 LOW SIDE normal, HIGH SIDE

normal; system still not providing sufficient
cooling (page 81).
Condition-No. 4 LOW SIDE --high, HIGH-SIDE
low (page 84).

NOTE: For more specific diagnogtic procedures,
follow recommendations and spe ifications from the
manufacturer as provjded in the t n9a1 manual.

HIGH SIDE NORMAL OR LOW

AMBIENT
95" F

(35°C)

HAND
VALVE 4-

Ct DSED

X7788

INSPEaT1ON

LOW SIDE Low or vacuum

HIGH SIDE Normal or low

Step A. Check for:

inoperative blower motor
dirty air filter

FROM LOW SIDE FROM HIGH SIDE
SERVICE CONNECTOR SERVICE CONNECTOR

Fig. 52 Condition No. I

62

REPAIR

Step A.
1. Clean or repair.
2. Recheck pressure. If no ailange go to step B,

INSPECTION.

HAND
-4-- VALVE

CLOSED

FOS 57 ' Litho in U.S.A.
1



66 Diaonoii.

INSPECTION REPAIR

Step B. Check for restrictions: Stp B.
between condenser and receiver-drier

at receiver- ier

between receiv. -drier hnd expansion valve

at evansion valve

(inlet screen par II ed)

between evaporator and compressor

\s'

*.e

Ste% C. Inspect evaporator outlet 'pipe for frost.

Step 0, Check pressure 'readings..

FOS 87

ON.

Litho In U.S.A.

I.

1. Remove thermal fuse (if so equipped) from clutch
lead.

.2. Connect a jumper wire between power and clutch
terminals to test thermal fuse. .

3. Replace fuse if t is faulty.

4. Operate engirh at 2000 rpm, with compressor
operating for three minutes. Blower on HIGH.

6. Check for frost on upper end of expansion valve
just-b-efore th-e VffiVo outia donned-Fon (ftee fig.
57).

If frost is present, proceed to line 6 of step B,
REPAIR.

If no frost, go to. step C, INSPECTION.

6. Inspect line from condenser to expansion valve
for frost or temperature change (temperature
change indicates a restriction).

If frost or temperature change is present, repair
restriction and recheck pressure.

If no frost, or terliperattire change, go to step E,
INSPECTION.

,Step C.

If frost is present to go step D, INSPEC.TION.

If no frost:

1 Inspect the lines between evaporator and
coMpressor for points where frost starts to
accumulate or temperature changes. A slight
temperature change usually iddicates a restric-
tion.

If frost or temPerature change, repair restriction
and recheck pressures.

If no frost or temperature chafige, go to step Ex, ,

INSPECTION.

Step D.

1. With compressor OFF, open vehicle doors for
three minutes.

2. Close doors, start engine (2000 rpm), compres-
sor ON for two minutes.

If pressures are normal; there appears to be
moisture in the system.

If pressure ia low, gct to step E, INSPEtTfilDN.

63



INSPECTION

Stp E.
Check for partially clogged inlet screen on expan-
sion valve or low gas charge in thermal bulb.

.-
EXPANSION VALVE EXPANSION VALVE-4-

SCREEN

SCREEN

_

FIg. 63 inspect Inlot Screen

'A

gnosis 57

REPAIR

St4op E.

1. Discharge system (see page 86).

2. Remove expanSion valve inlet.screen for inspec-
tion (Fig, 63),

If screen is dirty:

1. clean screen and reinstall.

2. flush line between 'receiver:drier and expan-
sion valve.

-3: -install-a new-rereiver-dr.igt

4. Add appfopriate amount of refrigerant 'oil.

If screee is not dirty:

1, replace expaesionyalve.

2, do not replace receiver-drier unles; it is
more than two years old.

3. Connect all components and purge system (see
page 87).

4. Evacuate system (Ite page 88).

5. Charge system with Refrigerant-12 (see pagi3
90).

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.



58 Diagnottis

CONDITION NO. 2

X7/91

LOW SIDE NORMAL OR HIGH

AMBIENT
95" F

(35" C)

.5

HIGH SIGN HIGH

HAND
VAL VE

(AIM 0

INSPECTION

LOW SIDE , Normal or high

HIGH SIDE Nigh

NOTE: No bubbles in sight glass.

FROM LOW SIDE FROM ttIGH SIDE
SERVICE .,CDNNECTOR SERVICE 'CONNECTOR

Fig. 64 Con.dition No. 2

REPAIR

40 el

Step A. Checli for restricted 'air flow through -
condenser or radiator.

FOS 57

HAND
VAL V.E

CLOSED

Step A. Clean out condenser or,radiator (Fig. 55).
Then check pressure gauges. It no change, go to
step B, INSF3ECTION.

Fig. 55 Ciean Gondenser And Radiator

Litho in U.S.A



INSPECTION

Stop B. Check for loose or corroded thermal.bulb.

tep C. Check Mor system overcharged with
Refrigerant- 12

^ DISCHARGE SERVICE
VALVE (HIGH SIDE)

SUCTION SERVICE
,

.
VALVE (LOW SIDE) OPEN i'li-I (1::-/ 1.5119SED

COMPRESSOR _

X7793

Fig 56 Discharge F1-12 From Cantor Hose

THERMAL
BULB

REFRIGERANT-12

EVAPORATOR EVAPORATOR
OUTLET PIPE

$1/PANSION
AlVE EXPANSION

VALVE OUTLET
CONNECTION

Fig 57 Tie Hose From R-12 To Th mei Bulb

Step D. Expansion
expansion valve.

valve is sticking. Replace

REPAIR

Step B.

1. Repair.

2. If not loose
INSPECTION.

Dnosin 59

A

Or corroded, go to step C,

411,

Step C.

1. Compressor operating, engine at 2000 rpm.

2. Open low side manifold gauge valve to discharge
Refrigerant-12 at a slow rate from thp center
hose of the manifold (Fig. 56).

3. Observe sight glass until bubbles appear. Then
close low side valve.

4. a. If 'pressures are normal, add Refrigerant-12
until folly charged (see page 69 for
procedure). Then go to step D, INSPECTION.

b. If high side pressure is high, connectli hose tO
a can of Refrigerant-12. Tie open end of hose
to thermal bulb (Hg. 57). Open valve on can of
Refrigerant-12 116 turn. Invert can for 10-15
Seconds. Close valve and observe low side
pressure gauge for a decrease. in pressure.

CAUTION: Wear goggles and stand on oPposite
'Side of vehicle to Avoid contact with,
liquid Refrigerant-12.

If pressure did not decrease, go to step D,
INSPECTION.

If pressure did decrease, skip to step E.
INSPECTION.

aa.

4ep D.
1. Discharge system (see page 85).

2. Remove expansion valve inlet tiose and remove
screen for inspection.

If screen is dirty:

1. flush line between receiver-drier and expan-
sion v,Ive.

FOS 67 Litho in U.S.A.
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1N$PECTION

Step D. (continued)

Step E. Check for expansion valve intermittently
sticking open or for air in system.

gicaluiallellilie

sat

EiPAN
VALVE

EVAPORATOR
EVAPORATOR
OUTLET PIPE\

SION

Fig. 58 Warm Up Thermal Bulb With Hand

Step F. Remove air from the system.

FO5 57 ON; In U.S,A,

REPAIR

Step D. (pontinued)

2. replace reoeiver-drier.

3. add-75 pz, (22 mt.) of refrigerant oil iftee
page 73-74). ,

If screen is clean clCi aot replace redölviirr-drier
:Ntunless it is more than two years old,

3. Install a new expansion valve and connect all
components.

4. acuate_system_(aee_pag,s_88-89)--

5. Charge system with Refrigerant-12 ( ee page
89).

C.)

6. Recheck preaures (see chart on page.,46).

Step E.

1. Remove thdrmal bulb from outlet pipe of
evaporator.

2. Place bulb in palm of hand ,nd olosb fingere
aiodnd bulb to warm it for one minute Vig. 58).

3. Check gauges for increkre in pressure.

4. Reattach bulb after testing orjepair.

Repeat procedure from step C, line 4b, REPAIR.

If pressure increases aftef line 3 ang decreases
after lIne 6, go to 'step F, INSPECTION.

If pressure does not always change, go back to
step D, INSPECTION.

Step F.

1. Discharge system (see page 85).

2. Evacuate system (see pages 88-89).

3. Charge system with Refrigerant-12 (see page
89). .-

4, Recheck priossures.



dr

CONDITIOP4 NO. 3

(`

Low Si

i't

t4IRMAL HIGH SIDE NORIAAI.

AMBIENT

(35° c)

20 7 V a

30
?S,.

MANIFOLD

HAND
VALVE

r. CLOED

X77W FROM LOW sun
SERVICE CONNECTOR

FROM HIGH SIDE
SERVICE CONNECTOR

Ftg. 59 Condition No. 3

INSPECTION REPqIR

LOW SIDE Normal

HIGH SIDE Ndrmal

NOTE: Although pressures are normal, system still
may not provide sufficient cooling.

Step K. Run engine at 2000 rpm for at least ten- Step A.
minutes.

Operate compressor.

Inspect low side line from evaporatdr to
compressor for fiost.

Step B. Check temperature drop.

Diagnosis 61

HART
'VALVE
CLOSED

If frost is present, inspect thermal bulb. If loose
or corroded, repair then go to step B,
INSPECTION.

If no frost, go to step B, INSPECTION.

I. Run engiffe 'at 2000 rpm and operate compres-
sor.

2. Place thermometer in blower,air duct with blower
switch at HIGH (Fig. 60). .-

3., After at least 20 miriutes of operation with door*
closed, note air duct temperature.

Seellext page for minimum specification.

FOS ---,57. Litho in U.S.A.:

4
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62 Diagnosis

INSPECTION

p B. (continued)
.

' r

THERMOMETER CONTROL SWITCHES

X7796 AIR DUCTS

Fig 80 Place Thermometer likAir Duct

X7797

Fig 61 Crimp Heafer Hose Shut

Step C. Check d rs. windows, and seams for
leaks.

Step D. If no, leaks are4ound in step C, lack of
cooling could be caused by dirty components.
Chebk the following:

relcii*culating filter.
blower air duct and fan cage
condenser
radia
evaporator

Step EL If coIponents in step D were not dirty,
check for torsi erature change In high side lines.

Litho in U.S.A.
ç.

,

REPAIR

Step B. (continued)

3. Minimum spcification:

Ambient Temp.
below 75°F (24°C)
75-90°F (24-32°C)
above 90°F (32°C)

.Air Du t Temp.
2 F (-7°C)
6°F (-4°C)

30°F (-1°C)

If within specification go to step F, IN-
SPECTION.

ill -not- within-speeifeeation-, go- to- next-part
REPAIR.

4. Use two flat washere to crimp a heater hose shut
with locking pliers (Fig. 61).

5. Repeat temperature drop check as in step B, 1-3
.REPAIR.

If within specification it means that either the
heater valve is leaking infernally or the heater
hoses are reversed. L.

Repair either condition then again repeat
temperature drop check in step B, 1-3 REPAIR.

If not within specification, go to next step C,
INSPECTION.

Step C. Repair any leaks and repeat temperature
- drop check .in step B, 1-3, REPAIR.

§tep D. Clean dirty components and repeat te
Ature drop check in step B, 1-3, RE-PAIR.

Step E.

1. Run 'engiiie at 2000 rpm with compressor
operating:

-

(



INSPECTION

Step E. (continued)

4

N

CON ENSER ,

EVAPORATOR

X7798

)

\RECEIIIER-DRIER

,
p Fig 02 Feel Arong High Side Lines

Step F. Chec.k clutch cyde time.

Diagnosis 83

REPAIR

Step E. (continued)

2. Feel along entire length of high side line (Fig. 82)
from compressor to expansion valve for change

' in temperature. Always check for a temperature
46 change in the normal direction of Refrigerant-12

flpw.

NOTE: Tubing may be dented, kinked, or internally
blocked, restricting flow of Refrigêrant-12.

CAUTION: High side line is normally)lot.

No temperature ckah-c* mean-6-fastriellOW
go to next step F, INSPECTION.

If a temperature change, repair restriction, then
recheck pressures (see otrt or pabe 46).

Step F. See manufacturer's technical manual for
testing procedure.

If thaj system checks out to be normal at this step, but still there is'a lack of cooling, suspect that there is- .

moisture in the system. See page 11 for instructions oti removing moisture from system.
4

A

1/4

er,

a



84 Diagnositi

CONDITION NO. 41

LOW SIDE HIGH

AMBIENT
95° F

(35" C)

4t.$

HIGH SIDE LOW

HAND
VALVE

CLOSED

)0799

INSPECTION

- LOW SIDE igh

HIGH SIDE row

4AN 1 FOL D

FROM LOW SIDE FROM HIGH SIDE
.SERVICE CONNECTOR SERVICE CONNECTOR

Fig. 63 Condition No. 4

REPAIR

Step A. Clutch not engaging or belt slipping.

:Step B. Clutch slipping.

TEST YOURSELF

QUESTIONS

I. If the air conditioning system produces- no
cooling, generally what types of possible
causes for the problem should be inspected
first?

2. List at least four symptoms that would be
associated with an expansion valve stuck open.

r.3. U the expansion valve is stickino open, the
loW side pressure would be ,

ornd the high side pressure would be

,(Answers on p?ps 99.)
FOS 67 . Litho in U.S.A.

HAND
VALVE

CLOSED

Stp A. Repair and recheck pressure.

Step B. Repair

NOTE: Repair requires discharging, evacuation and
charging.

71

NO

s.
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TESTING AND ADJUSTING THE SYSTEM/PART 7

The following operational checks and adjustment§ are performed when testing the system and bringing it to
best effickency. These procedures begin with connecting the gauges into the system and carry the serviceman
throtigh adjustment of various controls. For repairs to the syptem and actual test readings; refer to the
manufacturer's Technical Manual. After repairs, always give the system a Performance Teat and make the
necessary adjustments as given on the following pages.

INSTALLING GAUGE SET TO CHECK SYSTEM OPERATION

Follow these steps any time it becomes necessary to install test gauges into the system. The service
procedures on the following pages require that the gauges be installed into the system. Use only the steps
here that are necessary to perform the particular procedure. CAUTION: Put on a face shield before starting
this operation refrigerant can blind.

procedure Information,.
. 1. Remove high and low side service valve stem 1. Use correct size wrench on metal caps.

caps.

2. Use plierseon Plastic or aluminum caps if
necessary.

CAUTION: D?'not break caps.

2. Remove high' and loW side service connector 1. Remove caps slowly in event refrigerant is
leaking past valve seat or §chrader valve.uvai .4y

COMPRESSOR
GAUGE" PORT CAPS

VALVE
CAPS

'SUC ION
SERVICE VALVE

(LOW SIDE)

DISCHARGE
SERVICE VALVE

(HIGH SIDE)

Fig. 64 Location Of Service Valve Caps
- (Axial Compressor)

NOTE: Many Onits have omitted one.or both shut-off
valves sad use a Schrader valve in.the connectors to
retain refrigerant during operation. ,Use a Schrader
adapter for this type of connector.

-:3. Connect service gauge hoses to service connec- REMEMBER:
tors.

a. High side,service valve connects to condenser.

b. Low side service valve connects to eVaporator.
,

c. High aide hose below higti pressure gauge..,

d. Low side hose below Iow preisure. gauge.

FOS 67
*$ 6

Litho in U.S.A4



ee Testing.And Adtusung

Procedure information

HIGH
SIDE

VALVE

Fig C5 - First Identity and Connect Tost Hose
trim WM siW601- SYS-fern

t

1. Close service gauge manifold hand valves.

2. Connect toses from gauges to connectors finger
tigt.

t

4. Mid-position service valves. - 1. Use service valve wrench.

2. Rotate service valve stem clockwise two turns
from back-seat position.

Fig. 86 Using Refrigerant Container To Purge Air
Fforn Test Hoses.

0

NOTE: On most installations using a Schrader valve
in the service connector, the SERVICE VALVE HAS
BEEN ELIMINATED FROM THE SYSTEM. See page
38 for information on Schrader valves.

3. Bleed air from high side hose by cracking high .

side gauge mrinifold hand valve for 3 seconds,
then close.

4. Repeat with low side hose.

NOTE: A better method of bleeding air, from test '
hoses IiWto use 1.5-oz. (425-g) can or tank connected
to center manifold hose (Fig. 66). Before mid-
positioning service valves, loosen hoses at service
valve, open valve Dn. can or tank. Open high 'side
manifold valVe to bleed high side hose. Rept+let witk
low side. Tighten hoses and continue. On installs-

. tions using Schrader connector, bleed hose to
Schrader adapter before tighteniqp on hose conmic-
tor. .

5. Start engine and adjust to specified rpm I. Use special throttle inkage adjust r tool or
(1500-2000 rpm range), adjust idle speed, scr w.

FOS 57. Litho In U.S.A.

. 2. Allow time r -up; if e gine N' jold, allow at
least 16 minutes.

'
3., Adjust air conditioning controls for maximum cold.



PERFORMANCE TESTING IHE SYSTEM

The Performance Test as outlined in the following steps is a continuation of the VIsuallnspection and Operating
Inopection of System as found on page 44 and as referred to elsewhere in this manual. CAUTION: Put on a
face shield before starting this operation.

Testing And Adhisting 67

Procoduro

ii Performance test the air conditioning,system.

W RES UR
21..114

HAM HOS_

I H RESSURE
GAUGE HOSE

Fig. 67 Read Low And High Side Gauges
To Determine System's Condition

2. Inspect high side of system for hot to warm
temperature.

3. Inspect low side of system for excessive
'sweating or frosting.

4. Test operation of control,used on syst4m.

AlikReadiust engine idle to specified idle rpm

8. 8Bkseat servic va Ives
I.

0

9

0

p.

Information

NOTE:

ts1

a. Low pressure gauge will normally read from 7 to
30-pst -(50-2 IV kPN):

b. High presuureivauge will read from 150 to 2773 psi
(1035-1860 liPa) plus', depending on ambient
temperatute (page 45) and system under test.

c. Discharge air from evaporator should feel quite
cold. Refer to chart at end of this test.

d. If pressures are not normal, see Part 6,
Diagnosing The System For Diagnostic
Procedures.

5

1., Feel entire high side of sSiefiftill for degree of
heat; note receiver-drier.

1. Feel and otAerve lines from pvaporator to
compressor.

; 0
NqTE: Too-coki or too-warrn lines with a near-normal.

, dow side gauge reading meAns a failed expansion_
.valve.: ' .i

.1
. i.

r;

;

Rafarl) t.,10 aervice pro sadurei Or control us:ed.':
!

; ;
1.i Fiaa'djust:Iidre sclf r:

.. ',
: ., Oi....!.. i .: :: ! 1: : I .

ilf . 2: ReinpyeApeclal )ttcspttle atijusting tool (lf:used).
.. : . .0,i .! a .

o ' ,' : .--. .:' 1 !;::- . 0.
4

._

!. 1° 1 . Ulii eterApe tiaNe.,4?renph.
! ?..1 , ;:. :' :1, .*:

" :0 i... Anitite :. OtuntiirciPckw(Oe 41p. valvla are
if'', ietitfid:', :i: .'... :: :i.. ' '.::. .i ..i..n

,

I. 1;:.,
#

. i;:. , ;
; :

(.`T"-

I r

L(tha-in

. --,
.t:
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Procedure Information

i. Remove service gauge hoses from service I. biscon ct hoses from connectors.
valves. N

2. Be sure to disconnect adapter from connector
using Schrader adapter.

8. Replace service valve- and service connector 1. Tighten metal caps with wrench to correct torque.caps. ,

2. Use pliers to tighten' plastic dr aluminum caps if
necessary.

CAUTION: Do'not break caps.

9. Deliver to customer. 1. Remove tools and gaugewfrom machine.

The following chart is given as a reference only and will not be exact in all units. Some systems will actually
register lower temperatures than those given here due to the construction and installation. Others will notregister quite this low for the same reason. These figures are to be used as a guide only in attaining maximum
performance for a particular system.

Ambient Temperature
°F °C

80 27

32

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY ON
DISCHARGE AIR FROM .EVAPORATOR

Relative Humidity
- -

Discharg Air Temperature
Evap. Coil Air Duct

°F °C °F °C
50 30 -1
60 32 o
go . 34 1

40
50
80

32
33
34

20 r. 31
40 7 33
50

41 5
42
45 7,

40 4
43 6
48 9

5
45 7

50 10
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ADDING REFRIGERANT TO THE SYSTEM

A small refrigerant loss between seasons is to be expected and is accepted as normal. When connecting the
gauges into the system, if the serviceman will use a 16-oz. (426-g) can or thep1rIgerant tank to purje air from
the test hoses (see "Installing Gauge Set To Check System Operation," pag 86), he will be prepared to add
refrigerant should he tind the system requires it.

Procedure 1nferma

1 Connect manifold hose to refrigerant source.

A

2. Add Refrigerant- 12 to system (r1g. 68).

RV IGERANT
tAN INVC RIF()

tIP N S I DE

il Ov[ {2 40 PSI )
(1,IS kra)

.

Fig 68 .Add fitOngorant With Sytnom In Oporntion

ion

1. Gaug s connected into system.

2. Systet has been stabilized.

3. Gauges an r sight glaps indicate shortage qf
refrigerant.

4. Connect hose to R-12 source and bleed air from
hose.

1. Air conditioning controls set for maximum cooling
and engine operating at 1500-2000 rpm.

2. Open Iciw side mvnifold valve.

3. Use 15-oz. (425-g) refrigerant can as shown and
open valve not to exceed 40 pei (275 kPa) on low.
side gauge.

IMPORTANT: Be sure that iefrigerant nters
system only as a VAPOR. Too much liquid
entering the compressor can damage internal ,

;Arts. Be sUre to regulate the valve on the
container or low side valve so that the low side
reading will not exceed 40 psi (275 kPa). This will
assure that refrigerant in the hose has vaporized
before entering the compressor. Also, the fittings
on the low side gauge should feel cold If
refrigerant Is entering system as a gas.

IMPORTANT: fle sure that temperldure, Is 80°F
(27°C) or above and thet compressor and system
Is warmed up to aid In vaporizing refrigerant.

NOTE. cool weather [below 860F (27°C], heat the
refrigerant containernot above 125°F (52V), to
help vapOrize the refrigerani before it enters the
system.

4. If using 15-oz. (425-g) cans, when One is empty,
close shut-off valve on dispensing valve and
change cans.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.
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Procedurs

3. Check system for full refrigerant charge.

Infornystion

I. Close low side hand manifold valve to check for
complete charge.

2. High side auge will show normal reading of head
pressure relation to ambient temperature.

(See Pressure-TemperatUre Relationship chart,
page 45 of this manual.)

4. Continue Performance Test.

. FOS 57 litho in U.S.A.

A

3. Low side gauge will normalize at presures of 7 to
30 psi (50-210 kPa depending on type control
used on system.

4. 13ight glass, if used, will be clear of bubbles. Add
additional refrigerant only if' specified by man-
4facturer.

5. Close val4e on refrigerant container.

1. Check system "for leaks.

2. Repair system if gauges did not normalize.

3. Deliver to customer if no further repairs are
necessary.
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VOLUMETRIC TEST OF COMPRESSOR

This teat will tell if the compressor is faulty and needs to be replaced.

Procedure Information

1. Stabilize system at specified rpm (1600-2000 I. Adjust air conditiOning controls for maximum
range). cooling.

2. Shut off engine.

3. Discharge system of refrigerant.

1

2. Operate 10 to 15 minutes.

1. Return to idle speed as spedfied.

2'. Shut off engine.

3. Leak test the compressor.

1. Crack valve slightly, as too rapid a release of
refrigerant wHI carry oH out with It.

2. Open high side gauge manifold shut-off valve until
pressure bleeds off.

3. Open low &de gauge manifold shut-off valve until
balance of pressure bleeds off.

4. Close both shut-off valves.

4. Isolate compressor from system. 1. Aemove refrigerant valves from compressor.

2: Cover compressor openings im-mediately with a
cover plate to protect 0-rings and prevent dirt
and moisture from entering..,

3. Plug the open ends of high and low side hoses
when disconnected from compressor.

5. Remove compressor. I. Disconnect clutch coil wires and remove the

6. Prepare compressor for testing.

?(7776

Fig 69 Test Plate Adariter Inste Iled

compressor drive belt.

2. DraM and measure oil from compressor.

3. Add back at least 1 oz. (30 mL) of oH to the
.compressor before performing volumetric ef-
ficiency test. Tip compressor' side-to-side and
front-to-red? before mounting in vise.

1. Mount compressor in vise with oil reservoir up.

2. Inspect outside of compressor for damage.

3. Rotate clutch hub by hand with. low and high side
ports open. If compressor does not rotate
satisfactorHy replace compressor.

4. Install a test plate adatEter over low and high side
ports (Fig. 69).

FOS 67 Litho In U:S.A.
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Procoduro

7. Connect pressure.gauge hoses to adapter low
pressure gauge hose to discharge fitting high
pressure hose to other fitting.

NOTE: Low pressure hose connected to dis-
charge adapter so that pressure reading during
testing can be read more easily.

Fig 70 notate Compressor Clutch Hub

SI-4APT SEAL LEAK TEST

Procedure
:

1. With adapter test plate and pressure gauges still
attached, connect a 15-oz.. (450-g)' can of
Refrigerant-12 to .charging hose of manifold
(Fig. 71),

4

NOTE: Attach high pressure gauge to discharge port
and low pressure gauge to suction port.

2. Check for leakage from shah seal and compres-
sor end plate.

rig 71 Connect Can Of Refrigerant 12
To Center Hose

t1

POS -- 57 Llthqtn ti S.A.

Information

1. Rotate compressor approximately 25 times with
both manifold hand valves open.

2. Close low pressure gauge valve and open high
pressure gauge valve.

3. Use a socket and speed handle (Fig. 70) to
rotate the compressor clutch hub ten times at a
rate of one revolution per second.

4. Pressure gauge should react 60 psi (415 kPa) or
higher. A lower reading lnacates one or more .

suction or discharge valves are teaking,- ai
internal leak, or an inoperative valve. The
compressor should be replaced under these
conditions.

NOTE: Specification for remanufactured com-
pressor is 40 psi (275 kPa).

5. If compressor is serviceable, perform shaft seal
leak test

Information

1. Open both manifold hand valves.
0

2. Open valve on refrigerant container and pressur-
.. ize compressor to can pressure, or 60 psi (415

kPa) minimum.

1. If there is end plate leakage, replace the
compressor. If there is shaft seal leakage,
replace shaft seal assembly.

2. Close valv'e on refrigerant container bleed
prsssure from coYës.or, and remove test
plEfte.

3. Add correct hmount of oil 'to compcessor (see
pages 73-74 and reinstall the Compressor,

IMPORTANt: When- compressor is removea fro4.\
vehicle, 'do not stand on the clutch or damage may
result.
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CHECKING AND ADDING OIL TO AXIAL PISTON COMPRESSORS

Some axial piston compressors have no provision to accurately check oH level. Periodic inspection' of oil level
has therefore been eliminated from installations using this oompressor. Oil level check, performed with the
compressor removed from the vehicle, is to be made in conditions of severe oH loss caused by a compressor
seal leak, broken refrigerant hose, or rupture from damage. The check is also necessary when one or more
components are replaced and the system is not flushed.

The affinity of R-12 and refrigeration oil and the design of this compressor wilt prevent the full oil charge being
contained in the compressor Allow for oil distribution as outlined at the end of this procedure.

Procoduro Information

I. Bleed refrigerant from system. 1. .Service valves often not present on installations
using this oornpressor.

2. Follow procedure on page 85 to bleed refrigerant.

2 Remove compressor.

6.

1. Follow procedure as necessary for make and
year of model.

3. Remove oil from compressor into clean contSiver. 1. Remove plug from oil sump.

4/11.'

X77;q*
t.. Willint=1111111mrpmir

FIg 72 Pour 011 Into Container

4, Measure oil from compressor.

5. Install NEW approved-viscosity oil in compressor
(if the system or compressor was flushed).

FOS 6,7 Litho 1n1i S A.

2. Pour oil from comwressor into container calibrat-
ed in,ounces (or milliliters). See Fig. 72.

1. Determine quantity of oil in cOmpressor.

2. Refer to maohine technical manual for amount of
oil required to return oil level to fuH.

NOTE: When installing a 'new compressor withotit
flushing the system, drain the compressor to the
recommended level. This.wiH avoid an overcharge of
oil when oil in the -new compressor mixes with oil
already in the system.

1. Disca-rd old oil removed from compressor.

2. Clean the' Container used to meaSure oil.

3. Measure out required amount of oil into clean
container.

Si
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CHECKING AND ADDING bIL TO RECIPROCATING PISTON dOMPRESSORS

This check should be made anytime refrigerant has been added Of replaced.

Under norms conditions the oH level need not be checked. There is no place for the oH to go except inside
the sealed sys em. When the engine is first started, some of the oH will be pumped into the r st of the system.
After 16 minute operation, most of the oil is returned to tfie compressor crankcase.

Oil circulates with the refrigerant to not only lubricate the compressor, but to lubricate t working parts of
the expansion valve as well.

Procedure Information

1. Stabilize system at 1500-2000 rpm as 1. Gauges connected into system.
specified.

2. Adjust controls to maximum cooling.

2. ,Isolate compressor from system..

OR:

2A. Bleed system of refrigerant.

3. Remove oil check plug.

3. Operate 10 to 16 minute's.

1. Refer to page 93, "Isolating Compressor From
System."

1. Systems not having service valves miist be
drained of refrigerant before oil level may be
checked.

1. If service valves are used, bleed compressor
s charge through low side manifold hand valve.

2. Remove cap after low side gauge reads zero
preSsure.

4. Check oil level. 1. Use correct dipstick.

06
2. Refer to technical manual to determine correct oil

level.

3. Add refrigeration oil...of approved viscosity to
bring to correct level.

'CAUTION: Store 'Refrigeration OH In Alr-Tight
Container.

5. Place unit in service and continue testing. 1. Replace oil check plug and purge air from
compressor.

2. Open service valves to Mid-position.
.

OR:

1. Evacuate system with suitable vacuum pump.

2. Charge systeM with new Refrigerant-12.

FOS 57 Litho in U.S.A.



Procedure

6. Install compressor

7. Install NEW approved-viscosity oil in compressor
(if one or more of the components are replaced
and the system not flushed).

Fig. 73 Add OH Into Suction Test WO

, A

,e

-
Fig. 74 Add R-12 Through Suotion

Hose To Slow Oil Into Compreesof

Ourmation.

. . .

Tiettting And4Ast Ina 76

4. Use smtiOtic;ped tunnerinserted 10 drain hole to
,. .

.:, _.

install oil. ..

5. Install plug and tkihten,

I. rollow procedure as nétessOy for .make. and
year of model.'

1. With compressor insf ailed on macl)ine,:fconnect
oauge.manifold hodes to comprOsor test fittings
(Fig. 73).

_

'2. Add a 'Measured amountof riew,oil into the
suction test hose with.a squeeze-bottle"(Fig. 73).

I

3. Conn.Sct a Can of Refrigerant-12 to:suCtion hose
(Figs '74).

. 0

-4. Open Ref rigerant-:12,can valVe for five seconds td'.
blowoil Into compressor.

8. Repair damage to system. I. Repair system as- require s! to eliminate leak(s).

9. EvacuaWsystem with vacuurn pump. I. Follow procedure as outlined on page 88,

.11). Charge system with NEW Refrigerant-12, 1. Follov40Ocedure as outlined on page 90'or 92.

11, Continue Performance Test of air conditioning I. Follow procedure on pdge 67 for performance
system.

92

testing system.

FOS 57 Litho.in U.S.A.

.-
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Itokb

IlErICH TATING EXPANSION VALVE FOR EFFICIENCY

An expansion valve ho,jig be condtknned until tested for operating efficiency.' Partial blockage in the inletscreen or xcgs4v7iciIsture in the system, causing icing near the rnlet or outlet of the evaporator,. can
Indicate a de ective valve. After an expansion,valve that is suspected of being faulty has been removed from
the lystem, the screen should be cleaned and -the, valve tested as follows.

\e'.,

'Procedure lefofmation

1. Prepare te.st .gauges_tor_. expansion va0e 5test 1. -Giese -high end -low -side-- gauge -manifold- hall*
, ! -....(fig, 75). valves.0 . 1

2. install 1/4-inch tee flare fitting to low side manifold
..

. .hose connector.
,. . .; : I

3.- Ihstall test hoset lower end,9t 1/4-inch tee fitting.
5v ....

psi

r.

-

c

A

51,\2. Install Ketrigerant12 container fo test manifold 1, Ins all test hose froni center hose connector on(Fig. 75). gauge manifold to valve On 15-ounce (425.,gram)
container of R-12.

(As'
OR:

p.

4. Install test cap (drilled No: 71 drill) to side'
J. connection on 1/4-inch tee fitting.

5.Anstall test ..hose to high side ,manifold 'hose
ector.

'1 ft"

3. Prepare hot and oot,containers.

tyres &water used for.test:

k. -

,1:03 -

v

2. Charge charging cylinder with approximately one.r.
pound of 13,12 'and connect hose triltcenter
connectiO-tion gauge manifold.

.

OR: -

3: Instalqesi'hose from center connector on gauge
man4d to R-12 dru

,

?6.

NOTE: .Use thermometer ..oain ex;et tempera-

-

A , ; ,

1. Placie ke.Water in a suitable conttiiaer.

NOTE: If excesstive heat and high humidity pr4vent
ice water in container frqm registe'ring8°F (-2°O,

.

'

S
.,xt.

ft

4

add salt and stir until reading of 28°F (-2°C)--is
Obtained. A cold drink may. be .suWituted far the
iced container, provided ip teinperature islexactly
28°F (-22C).

Heat water in second container until it reaches
i25°F (52°C).

.5113%

' -go
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PrOcedure

low Side
Shuuld. Read'20-25 .13SI
(140-1/5 kPa)
Minimum Flow

Test,

'Testing And Adjusting 77-

Mqximum Flow Reading
46-55 PSI (275-380 klra)

CLOSED

Adjust High Side
-Gauge to 70-75
PSI (485-515 kPts)
'Both Tests.

OPEN

JJA-IncIt_Egmaln. Tlare.Coudex

1/4-Inch Male Tee

\fano'

4

flare Cap Drilled: lith
No. 71 Drill -

Wa ter
-100"F (38' C)

Max. Flow Test4
Pan of 125F
(52" C) Water-

, OUTLET

Reduce ,Inlet and Dutlet
to 1/4-Inc.h Male Flare,

fig. 75' Bench Testing of- Expailsion Valve

4. Prepare expansion m,alve for test.,

.

I 6

1

Pt,

34,

.00

Inforniatk)n

iv

- NOTE: Always remove screen frym expansion valVe
inlet and clean carefully and reinstall before
ISegipning thiS teit.

Install %-inch femal flare x 1/4-inch male flare to
expansibn valve outlet and tighten securely.

2. Qn expansion valves having a 96-inch flare inlet;
install %-inch female. flare x YAzinchmale flare

. 'reducer and tighten securely. .
t

-t. .

-Fos Lithcf,in
. t

%, 4



78 Toattng And Adlustino

Procedure Information

4. Prepare etKpansion valve for test (continued).
!

f's

NOTE: Expansion valves
require adapters converting
flare fittings. These are aval
,refrigeration aupOly houses.

3. Install high side test hose to inlet fitt ng on
ekpansion valve.'

d on some systems will
ring connections to

from localb.

4. lbstall low siele test hose
expansion valve.

to outlet fitting on

5. Test expansion valve for maximum flow. 1: Open:valve on R-12 co;$11-iner and place
container in pen of Water 100°F (38°C).

2. Check low side manifold shut-off valve for closed
position.

3. Place thermal bulb of expansion valve in
cohtainer of 126°F (52°C) water.

4. Open high side gauge manifold hand valve slowly
until high _side gauge reads 70-75 psi (485-615

1 kPa).

6, Read low side gatIbe; should be 40 to 55 psi (27.5
to 380 kPa).

rp

8. Test:expansion valve for minimum flow. 1. Close high side gauge manifold hand valve..

'Pt

NOTE:. This will release pressure on expansion
,

<

2. Place thermal bulb in container of 28°F (-2°C)
liquid.

3. Open high side gauge manifold hand valve and
adjust to 41clipa(e 7Q-75 psii485-515 kPa)..

,

4. Read lOw- side gauge; should be 20 to 25 psi
(-140-1751(Pa). .

7. Ilepl.lic-e expansiOn valve. 1.-' ailure of valve to rtieet the above test conditions
t indicates 1 defective valve.

OR: '
- 2. Replace valve.

)

,

',8. Arall expansion valve rto system.

9. Pump down and charge system.

10. '.,Conttnue Perfprmance Test,/

FOtikz-- 57 Litho in U. .A.

1. LAn expansion valve that meets ab ve stfecifica-
tiona during test has cOrrect supe eat setting,
valve moving freely, and thermcil *lb t at has ngt
lost its chamilb.

2. This eantilon valve is SuitableJor service.

1./Evacuate system. Page 88 or 89.

2. Charge.system with refrigerant. Page 90 or 92.

I. Continue testingasystem.

2. Adjust control for mEp9miim performance,A-..- 1111) /
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ADJUSTING THERMOSTAT

4

Testing And Adjusting 79

Thermostat-controlled recycling ctutch systems reolike that the thermostat operation be chocked periodically
and occasionally adjusted. For thermostat operaiM, location of thermal\bulb, and identification, refer to
manufatturer's techniq,al manual. The following procedure will detail steps-in/checking the thermostat and how
to afttiiist those types hVInQ adjustmOnts.

Procedure Information

1. Stabilize system at specified rpm 1500-2000 1. Gauges connected into system, hand valves
rpm range). : off.

2. Air conditioning controls adjusted for maximum
coottnig:

3. Operate for 10 to 15 minutes.

1.. ...

2.'llead high side , gauger- for full° refrigerant 1. Normal high side pressure will match Pressure,
charge. Temperature Relationship chart on page 45_

N,

3. Adjust iir conditioning control for maximum cold.

4. Read low side gauge for thermostat operation.

,
t

2. Check sight glass for absence of bubbles.

1. Thermosyt adjusted to coldest position.

2. Blower fan- speed on

3. All doors and windows closed.

1. Shipuld read from 14 psi to 26 psi (96-180 kPa)
after system is stabilized fOr 10 to 15 minutes.

NOTE: Thermostat should disconnect clutch, for
evaporator defrost between"high anti low read-
ings given above. If therMostaI will not recycle
clutoh, move temperature control toward warmer
-position to Check fot thermostat poinY opening.

2. Count number of pounds preseure required for
warm-us until points close should indicate 29
16 32 spsi (140 to .220 kPa) rise between point
opening arid, reclosing.

. 3. Check thermostat operation at least three times
for consistent operation.

,

/O.

\
FB

or'

.FOS 67 hitfie ilY W.S.A.
. r
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Procedure

6, Adjust ther tet.
0

.
6. Continue PerformanC'e Test.

THERMOSTATI6 TEMPERAIURE CONTROL:
SWITCH

Some air Conditioning systems contain an adaptable"
tfiermostatic teMpesature .g.onteol sWitth.. A
temperatOe-sensing ',Ube filled with gas is posi-

", honed between the refrigerant tubes in the evapora-
... kir. It senses the temperature of' the evaporator

'Aube's. The gas xpands and contracts on a
dlphragrr hich open& and closes electrical
conlaota in the:thermostatic swUh.

The .sWitch controls the .pumping action of the
gempressoy by means magnrc clutch.

,

*08 57 . 'Litho in U.S1A.0
4

Information

NOTE: Thermostats are generally, but not always,
located in evaporator case.

1. Remove.parts as necessary to make thermoestat
accessible.

2. Open a'bcess door to.adjustrnent screw.

3. Rotate adjust ent screw counterclockwise to
lower point_ ming adjustment; clockwise to
raise,point p ning adiastment.

, o NOTE:c,LocallOes haying high mean will
require'higher point Openigg than localities ith low
mean humidity. Coastal areas with point opening
adJustment.lower thah 24 to 26 psi (165 to .180 kPa)
will result in evaporator freeze-up. Deiert areas with
.very low humktity -can easily tolerate point opening
adiUstment of-14 to 16 pgi (95 to 110 kPa)without
evaporator freeze-up.

4. Check operation of thecmostarfor newly adjuated
cycle of operation. .-

T.. Replace thermostat if ,cycle of;operation.
inconsistent or will not respond to adjustment.

6. Replace access door on side of thermbstat and
any parts removed to reach thermostat.

.4Ccrtinue testing iystem.

2. Remove dauàes and deliver machine to cus-
tomer,

- '
.

If the compreasor does °not cycle acceicting lo
technical manal specifications, reposifitn the
temperature-aensin9 Rabe as specif)ed. The cycle
time of the compressor shpula change..

,.1.1f unable to obtain specified clutdh . cycle time,
remove the temperature Control switch located in
the cab. Turn the adjusting screw until the clutch
stays engaged for the specified period of tVne. lstill
unable to obtain specified oytle time, -replace° tha
switch..

4

P



CHECKING,CLUTCH COIL FOR ELEcTRICAL'OPERATION

: ,
r !'') '5.

. s-t; : ).

81::, I .1

Use the following procedure as a time-savincrdevice to determine if the coil is defective in$taifiition6:0ay'verY;
however, the -following...grecs are general enough to meet all requiremoihts *.

'7-4104roliks

In f or m ationProcOduro

Determine, voltage to clutch coil.

4.

\ 2. Determine current draw of clutch coil.

-" -

a

!:".1.

NOTE: With ignition switch "ON" .a.-nri cluiCh
energized, battery voltage Ahould\40 delivered to
the coil. To prepare for test, expol*e:,connection
between coil and evaporator for electrical checks.

4,

CAUTION: Do not allow exposed wire to be
grounded against machine while switches are in .

"ON" position.

I. Connect red lead of suitable Volt-Amp Tester to
exposed wire of connection between evaporator
and clutch coil,

2. Connect black lead of voltmeter to compressor
body,

NOTE: The conne6tions as listed above are for a ,

negative-grounded system. Reverse leads for a
positive-grounded system.

1 \
3. Voltmeter should read batiery voltage if. no

voltage reading obtained, check line fuse
oltage into evaporat2r, and to ON-OFF switch to

locate and repair voirage loss.
-

1. Separate wires at connection betweert evapora-
toCand cgil.it

0

2.°.Gonnect,redo1e3d of. anlineter to,exposed wire of
o exaporator.

0

31."-COnnect black lead of _ammeter to lead to clutch
-*coif*, c! r

0

4. Thrnatvitctiesto "ON'bposition to energize ctutch

Po
. 0 r . .. '-i 7, S5

4.
-Alt .. - :'''. ; .- °

' .. ,
. .ti,

0 ts, 'e.
.

0 ,.. -.It *
5 .00 0 ^ : ct 0,.. -

.-t ,..., ' 4In

I, 0 AC
114 . W n .1 0

t

.

0

0

.

sr

, .

FOS407 Litho in U.S.A. 77..
,
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Proc ed ur

,44

2. Determine current draw:of dutch colt (continued).

4

3. Determine 9round circuit reststaoce.

e

FOS
77-!'

II

14

Litho ip litS'A

,/ :o

.)

NOTE: The ammeter as connected is4or a negatiVe-
grounded system. Reverse lends for a poiltive-
grounded system.

6. Ammeter should indicate 3 amps draw for a
12-volt system, 6 amps for a 6-volt system.

6. Zero amps draw indicates an open circuit inside
coil; excessive current draw indicates a short
circuit within coil.

NOTE: Performance of the resistance test.requires
the current draw of the coil to bel within
speCtfications.

1. Connect evaporator and clutch coil wire

2. Connecl red lead of voltmeter to compressor
bOtty.

.

3, Connect black lead of.;voltmeter- to' battery..,
post.

NOTE...; Reverse vOltmeter leads for a positive-
grthirided system.

-4. Turn switches to "ON" position to energize clutch
coil.

5-, Total resistance from compressor bOdy to
battery post cannot exceed 0.3 volts.

6. If resistance is excessive, clean all connections
end metal-to-metal contacts, including engine to
frame and compressor to engine, to reduce
resistance to specifications.

4 .1 ,t",,
4

'

N

fi) 4, ,-
4

:
.10 ip

.
p.

Pk n

r-,
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LEAK TESTING SYSTEM USING ELECTRONIC LEAk DETECTOR

The electronic leak detector1"(Fig. 76) is discussed here-.iThe procedure is the same for any propane torch
detector, except that the pick-up device registers the presence of refrigerant by changing the color of a flame,
CAUTION: Do not inhale fumes produced by burning refrigerant if using a propane-tprc,b leak detector.
All other steps in preparing the system and leak...testing are the same and can be followed as outlined below.
Several types of leak detectors are available. Carefully follow manufacturer's instructions when using any leak
detector.

Procodure

ttablize system at- specified engine rpm
(1500-2000 range)

V

2. Check system Pressure.

r:.Pio.:TE: Cheek low pressure side of system with-
comprelsor OFF (the pressure will be higher).
Check high pressure side of system with ctunpres-
sor OFF andagain with "Cornpressor operating.

Se

n. 3, Moveleak detector pick-up over system.

Fig 76 ',ElectrOnic Leak Detector

row,

. .

-7
. ° 0

1 .`. .
,

...yr
47. t

4' ,
:

",er

`!'.6.316
1,1

4

(

- a "

..

Information

NOTItlf -system .is empty of refrigerant, install a
partial charge before continuing.

1. Gauges connected into system.

2. Adjust air conditioning tontrols for ma imum
cooling.

3. Operate 10 to 15 minutes.

4. Shut off machine engine.

5. Close manifold gauge hand valves.

1. 50 psi (345 kPa) is necessary to detect leaks. ,

2. If pressure is too low, open both mallifOld valves
and add refrigerant until adequate pressure is...
obtained.

3. Clos,4bpth maniftild valves aril _service valve on
:can of 14-12. o

-

1. Move ipk-up under hoses, joints, seals, and any
*poss le-place for a leak to occur (Fig. /7), Do
not ove sampling end of detector faster than I

ch (25 mm) per second.

4

NOTE: 'R:12 is heavier than air and will move
downward; if concentration of reffigeraiit is located4
move pick-up upward fo lOca'te leak:

NOTE: Electronic detector registers the ptesence of
refrig.nt by a flashing light or -a high-pitohed
squeal.

3. Repair system as -necessary if leaks are
located.

4. T.p repair; disqhargé,flush, And ivacuate the
system as required (see pages 85-89).*

I.
9.0 t'Y

FOS 67
ev

.5

-61
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Proceduro

4: Start machine and turn compressor ON.

t.

Fig 77 Leak Test System Using Electronic Detector

4. Check sensitivity of detector pick-up.

5. Resume Performancti Test.

TEST YOURSELF

OUESTIO'NS

1. (Fill in the -blanks with cAonetit names.)
"The high side service valve on-,the compressor
leads to the . The low side valve
leads from the

2. When inspecting the system, which side is
normally warm to hot, and which side sweating
or frosting?

3. True or- lalte? "A slight refrigerant less
between Seasons is accepted as normal for an

oondiiioning systetn."

FOS 4.57
,

0* '

(.3

a
Litho In U.S.A.

.> .

,Information

1. Repeat checks for leaks on high side only.
CAUTION: When ngine is running, be alert and
Stay clear of rotating parts.

2. Damp, dusty spots indicate a refrigerant leak.

3. Repair system -as necessary if leaks are
located.

ar

1. Pass pick-up hose over empty can.

2. Crack open refrigerant container.

3. Electronic unit should blink light or squeal.

4. If no reaction, leak detector is malfunctioning.

1. Charge system if repiiirs to sy.stem were
necessary. See pages 90 or 92.

OR:

2. Complete system charge and f011ow steps in
"Performanqe Testing The System," page 67.

ft,

4. Wheri adding refrigerant to the system, must'
it enter as a vapor oi as a liquid?

5. When osing an Electronic Leak Detector,
what does a blinking light or squealing noise tell
about the presence or absence of -refrigerant?

, (Answers on page 100.)

s.7#

(:
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PREPARING SYTEM FOR SERVIC ART 8
Air conditioning so/steins require a number of special procedures when preparing the system for repair
service and when placmg the system back into operation. Part 8 is concerned with these procedures.

Each procedure is detailed separately, beginning with bleeding, flushing, and purging refrigerant from the
system; then evacuation for moisture removal; charging the system; and isolating the compressor for
service. These procedures are necessary for satisfacLQLy system performance.

Refer to the technical manual for the system to get the exact specifications for each procedure_

BLEEDIN OR DISCHARGING THE SYSTEM
The refrigerant in-the system must be disci-) rood-or bled to-let off pressure before any lines or unit
the system are disconnected for service. U$ all safety precautions during thlt.procedure.

.,

Procedure
I. Stabilize system at specified rpm (1500-2000

rpm range)

2. Shut off engine and air conditioning system.

3. Bleed off-refrigerant.

H I GH

GAUcE

r

t$CHARQE H

LOW PRESSURE
GA GE

HIGH PRESSURE
GAUGE HOSE3,

Fig 78-=r,:.Bleeding Or'DIscharging The System
4. Close gau0.manifold hand valves.

?5. Measur.e amount of oi1 blown.from system after
discharging.

? 44..%

*v,t efYi:71.:1 ,

Information
1. Gauges conneCted into system, both hand valves

closed (Fig. 78).

2. Place the center hose ina container to collect
any refrigerant oil that may be discharged with
refrigerant.

3. Adjust air conditioning controls to maximum
cooling.

4. Operate 10 to 15 minutes.

1. Adjust engine speed to slow idle for a few minutes
before shutting off to preve9 "dieseling."

1. Slowly open high side hand manifold valve an
allow refrigerant to disCharge.

Use adequate ventilation during this operation.

WARNING: Do not discharge Refrigerant-12.near
an open flame as poisonous phosgene gas can
result.

in.

.2. plowly open low side hand manilold valve when
the pressure falls below 40 psi (270 kPa).

IMPORTANT: Open .hand valves only enough to
bleed refrigerant from system. Tao-rapid dis-
charging will draw excessive oil:
cbmpressor and the system.

"

1. Close valves when refrigerant stops bleeding
from hose.

2. Both gauges will read zero pressure.

1. If system is to Pe flushed, add a new charge of
oil.

2. If system is nol to bl flushed, add same amount
f new iI as was lapwn Alt (see pages 73 or

74)..

3. If retrigerartf-or oil leakage was, detected,.add
.new oil

fr FOS --57 Litht indU:S.AN.
4 t

,4";.t,
, V. 2



86 Preparing Systern For Service

FLUSHING THE SYSTEM

Flush the system after a compressor internal failtor whon the system has been open for any length of time.
Use Refrigerant-11 to Ilush the System (see page 10).

Procedure. Information

Li

1..lsolate the compressor, receiver-drier: and 1, 'Connect hose between refrigerant source and the
expansion valve from s9slem. component to be flushed (Fig. 79),

-
21 /
r

X//84

Fig. 79 Connect Hose Between Refrigorant-11
And The Component

2. Flush all comdonents individually.

3. Flush compressor.

NOTE: It is not necessary to, remove components
froirt the MaChihe in order hi. fiush th6m.'

1. Open valve on refrigerant container land allow
Refrigerant-11 to flow through each cawnponent
for 5-10 seconds.

"

1. Remove compressor inlet and discharge port
cover and drain-port plug.

2. Add Refrigerant-11 through drain port.

3. Shake compressor and then drain.

4. Add oil;

4. Purge comp nents with. Refrigerant-12 or dry 1. After purging with Refrigerant-12 connect all
nitrogen before opnnecting. See next "page. Ooniponents.

2. Purge complete system with Refrigerant-12 pr
. dry nitrogel. . .

4.P

FOS 1-457 ( Lithoin MCA, .,

'
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PORGiNG THE SYSTEM

Purging the system with Refrig4rant- 12 or dry nitrogen forces out any Refrigerant-11 left in the coniponent aftei
flushing. This will leave each component free of contamination. Purging also decreases the amount of ak and
moisture that could migrate into the system.

Prepering System For 8ervice 87
,

ProcedUre

1. Connect hose between Refrigerant-12 (or dry
nitrogen) container and each component (Fig.
80).

Fi I3Q Connect Hose Between
Refrigerant-12 And Component

Information

1 Open yalve on reffiger,ant contner and allow
Refri9erant-12 (.Or dry nitrogen) _to pass through

.
component.

, fqr 'urging.
NOTE: It is not necessary to remove compc,
nents from the rma qt.tine

st'lk

,,
.

2. Purge effch component individually with 5-20 psi 1. Purge components (also replaCement compon-
(35-135 kPa) at point of gas ehtry. ents) for 16-30 seconds..

3. Purge the total system.

2. -Connect each component aftpr purging. .

1. Make connection at comPressor high side fitting. .

2. Purge through complete system to low side
9

3. Evacuate system (See next page).

FOS 57 Lyho in U.S.A.-.
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88 Preparing System For Soivice

EVACUATING SYSTPA USING VACUUNLRUMP

Evacuating the sy tem removes all air ,until a vacuum is created. This is necessary after the system has been
discharged and,p1pened tor service because air enters the openings before they can be capped. This air
contains harmful mosture and must be cemoved_before 4 contaminates the system' componwits. -

There are a number of vacuum pumps suitabte for removing air and mdsture frdm the system. Reference wilF
be niade here to 28-291-.1 inches (95-100 kPa) Hg. (Mercury) as the specification for system pump-down. This
reading can be attained at or near sae level elevation only. For each 1000 feet (300 meters) of altitude, the
readingAyill tie I in.ch (3 kPa) Hg. less f or example. at 5000 feet (1500 meters) elevation, only 23-241/2 inches
(78-83,11aY Hg of.vacuum can be.obtained.
PI uctidur6 Information

1. Connect vacuum pump to gauge manifold (Fig. 1. Gauges cdnnected into system.
81). Compressor OFF during evaduation.

2. Remove cap from 0.ecuurb pump hose
connectOr.

1

Operate vacuum pump.

TO CONDENSE13 PRESWRE
GAUCE SET

C0MPRE5SOR

FROM
EV APOR A TOR

\IL\ VACUUM PUmP

Fig 8Ie Evacuating System

\ 3. Close hand valves.
. .

4. Check ability of system to hold vacuum.

5. Cbarge system with refrigerant

57 Litho in U.S.A.'

3. Install "enter hose from gauge manifold to
vacuum pump-connector.

4. Mid-position high and low side compressor
service valves (if used).

5. Open high and low side gauge manifold hand
%/Alves and pump exhaust.

1. Operate a minimuM of 30 minutes for air and
moisture ren1oval.

2. Watch compound gauge to, see that system
pumps down into a vacuum.

NOTE: System- will reach 28-291 inches (95-700
kPa) Hg. in not over 5 minutes. If system does not
'pump down, check all connections and leak test if
necessary. If there is liquid Refrigerant-12' in the'
aystem, the vacuum pump will not pull maxiinum,
vacuum in.5 minutes. Also, the vacuum will de'crease
when the pymp is shut off.

1-. Close gauge manifold hand valvis.

2. SVI off vacuum.pump.

1. Watch:compound gauge to see that gauda does_
not rise at a faster rate than 1 inch (3 ki3d)Hg. in
5 minutes.

2. If compound_ gauge rises At toe-vpid a rate,
install Partial chaige and leak test per instruc-
tions on page 43' then bleed system and repeatt
Ptocedure Steps and n above.

3. If system holds vacuum within specifidEttions,
continua With Step-5:

1. Follow steps outlined on page 99 9r 92.
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EVACUATNG SYSTEM USING CHARGNG STATION

A vacuum pump is built into the, charging station-(Fig.. 82) 'and is constructed to withstand kard use without
damage. Complete moisture removal from the system possible'oniy with a vacuum pump constructed for.this.,'
purpose.

Procodortl

. "
Operate vacuum puthp.

fe 0,0 C,AUOX S'

CLI ARGINC, CY L INDER

'r

OIL IN lEcIOR
. CY LINt'q

5.

LEAK DETECTOR

---'1/ACUUm PUMP 7

5. Operate punip at least 30 minutes for air and .
moisture removal,Pi.g. 82 -- Portable Chargiku,Station

4-
5

--
2. Cldsk hond valves.

alo

InlormatIon

1, Connect hose/ to vacyum pump if sysiem %Fes
purged through stati6n.

2. .Openhigh and low side gauge valves on charging
,4Rmi station.

3. Connect station into 110-volt ourrent.

4. Engage "'Off-On", switch to vacuum pump
according to dir"ections of specific station being
used.

NOTE: System should pumi3, down into a 28-29t inch
(95-100 kPa) vacuum in not more than6,0 minutes. If
Systerp fails to meet this spe'cibcatibn: fern)* is
necessary.

3. Check ability of system to hold vacuum..
,

.

Chaege system with refrigerant,,.

4,
I

t

1. Close high and low side, gauge' valves on
..c.heNtiAstation.

Open swit to turn off vacuum pum
f

11;-/Patdh c mpound gauge to see th t,gauge does
not rise at a rate faster than 1 inch"(3'k-Ps) Hg.
every 4 or 5 mihutes..

.2: If r14e rate ot compound gauge is 'not Within
specifications, reppir,system as necessary.

OR:

3. If rise rate is within speolfied time, 9Ontinue with
Step 4. . ,

1. Follow steps in SyStem,:.peing" a
'Charging Sthtion/' NIP 92.'

4,

4

f

. 4

;
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90 Preparing System For Serytoe

CHARGING SYSTEM USING 15-OUNCE (425-GRAM) CONTAINgriS
The system should be charged with refrigerant only after it has- been leak tested and evacuated. It is importanttb add only the specified quantity of .refrigerant.

The tendency of many servicemen is to unknowingly overfill the system. To aid in more aocurate charging andto prevent waste, refrigerant menufacturbrs have in recent years packaged the refrigerant in cans whiqhcontain 18 ounces (425 g): The small containers are best for small service departments doing only a limitedamount of air conditioning service work. They are handled in the same manner as the larger drums except caremust bó taken not to overheat the cans because they may explode.

NOTE: If only a small amount of refrigerant must be added toik?system, see page 69, "Adding Refrigerantto System."

ow

Procedure

1. Install can dispensing igipe to container(s).

WOTE: Engine Must be OFF. System must be holding .

vacuum as specified.in step 4 on page 88 or 89.

.2. Install charging hose to dispensing valve
(Fig. 83).

3. Partially charge system.

4. Complete charge of system.

FOS 57
.
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1

Information

NOTE: The dispensing valve4e avellable .both for
4 single cans and multiple cans.. Whichevepis used,

preliminary installation to the can(s) is the same.

1. Install dispensing valve to single contaiher
refrigerant.

2. Close shut-off valve on-dlewensing valve.

3. Pierp/cah with mechanism which la partO
valve.

NOTE: Before charging, the systein will 'heye been
pumped down.

1. Loosen charging hose at center connector on
9auye manifold.

2. Crack open dispentik
from charging hoself

off valve to purge air

3. Tighten"' charging hoe connection on gauge
manifold and close sh off valve.

1. Open shut-off valve n dispensing valve.

Open high side ga ge rnahifold hand valve.

3. Invert eontainer( to allow refrigerant to enter
high side Of says m. tSee Fig. 83).

4. Close shut,Off &ve yhen changing cans.
,v-4

, IMPORTANT: o Pot overfill systm. Rfr to -
tdhnical me al lor capacity of systeM being .

serviced.

:
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PreCedUre

4. Compleie charge of system'.(continued).

EVAFPUtiATOR

-4-- COMPRESSOR

,

_

TO
CONDENSER

CHARGING
HOSE

CAN OF
REFRIGERANT

,

Preparing Syitern For Service 491,
.11.,.

Inforrimifon
P.'

+.

1. After high aide pressure .becoMes slow to
increase, open low-aide thanliold hand valve.

2. After low aide preaskire becomes slow to
increase, close higIvelde ipapifold valve.

3. Close shat-off valve on ilkipellaing yalve.

4. St)ert-engineend adjust' throttle to specified rpm
(1600-2000 film range).

5. Adjust a( conditioning controls for maximum
"booling,

6,,Open shutoff
PRESSURE

valve on dispensing valve to allow
GAUGE SET 2 refrigerant to. be drawn into system. Adjust

low-side preSsure valve so gauge reading does
. 'not exce d 40 psi (276 kPa).

4

IMOORT T: Refer to procedure kir 414ring
.refrig ant to system, page 69,

a)

N E: If single containere. are used, it will be
Ilecessary to replace each as'.1 t ,beçonies empty,

7. Watch sight glass .(Fig. 84) until !Nibbles
disappear.

8. 'Add additional refrigerant only if recommended
by manufechirer. See tedhniclif manual.

4. Close:valve on.refrigerantpcontainer.

Fig. 83 Add netriqiirowUnth Gatigea rmalize 10. Close, lbw-side gauge manifold hand valve.
and Bubbleeln Gitiats'IDiltap ear

4

5. Check refrigérint charge in ay em.

0
1

,

,.ce

, .2: ,

-1

dal

*:` Flg. 84 Si tGlasp'.,

qnlinue Perforrnanbe., at; i

1. Watch for bubbles if) sight 'glass (if used, in
sysjem). See Fig. 84.,

Excessive'head pressure with a normal loW-
.

,side preseure indicates an overchirge of refrigerant
or Akin the system. Compressor may or may not be

3. !..iSteti.for hissing noise in expansion valve. Many
sy,ateins have a hissing in the expansion valve
until the system is fully charged.

-

es

1. Continue testing.laysterN

2. Adjust controls for maximum efficiency.

At

Litho In U.S.A.
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92 Prim/inn° syown..For Service

CHARGING SYSTEM USING CHARON ATION

Mq4t stations (Pt. 85) contain a charving cylinder 1to which the exact amount of rpfrigerant required by the
parlicular system being serviced may be placed while System pump-down is being.performed. The refrigerant
charging cylinder contained in the station is heated to the correct ttimperature to insure proper refrigerant flowto alF parts of thelostem as a gae durinOhe charging operation. If used correctly, the vacuum pump will soefficiently Pump dAvn the system that opening the correct valves will ompletely charge the system from thehigh side; and the use of thl compressor in the.char ing operation will not be required.

, Irrocedure Information

1. Prepare charging cylinder for filling.

2. 'Fill charging cylinder.

3. Charge system with,refrigerant.

OIL II)JECTOR
CYLINDER

CHARGING CYLINDER

LEAK DETECTOR

Fig 85 Portable. Charging Station

.

4. PerfCrtnance Test system,
,

FOg -7 57 Lthoin U S A

1. Open storage drum valve.

all-valves-on-station.

3. Read storage tank gauge pressure.

4. Rotate dial shroud on charging cylinder to
correlate with pressure on gauge.

5. ppen cylinder fill valve.

1. Determine system capacity (ming technical,
manual.

2.1ntermittently open and close pressure reii
valve.

NOTE: When pressure relief valve opeds, refFiider
will enter cylinder and boil. Closing the ill
incrvase pressure on refrigerant, chenlyg'i to a
liquid to stabilize the refrigerant ht lass.

3. Fill to specified level in sight AAA:

A

4. Close pressure relief valve.

1. Gauges connected into syster,

2. Open refrigerant control. valvi*.1

3. Open High Pressure

4. Remove vacuum tipse: fOom pprnp angl crack
#

(barely open) Low Pryeiatotre valve./
5. Allow refrigerant tio 0,46,ape through vacuum hose,

for approximately irae,cOnds.

6. Cfose High and LOylr Pressure valves.
, ,

7. Close eeftigeritnt'co.ntiorvalve,
, .

'NOTE: phar'9inOylinder should' empty in approxi:
tnately:pp seq0egs...for systems of 5-3ound (2.3 kg)
capacity .SrititP6r pystents will require less time..

'

,.

1. .9divtink testing system,
:i''

, ...!

2,1t ontrole for maximum. efficiency'.

1..1" 99
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ISOLATING COMPRESSOR FROM SYSTEM
r.

On systeMs having both a high sidoiend low side service valve., the compressor may be isolated and refrigeritit
retained in the system-while seekte work is being performed on the compressor or the machine engine. The
kollowing prqcedure should bOollowed at dny time compressor Isolation is required. NOTE: In some systems
thts compressqr cannot be *fated from:the system. In this case, the system must be dischargéd whenever
the compressor is remov4.
Procedure . Information

Preparing System For Service 93

I.

01.4 Stabilize system .4t/specified rpm (1500-WOO
... rpm range). .

2. Isolate corlipre or.

Flu. Su .71- Service Valve

,
3. Continue service work.

/Place compressor ifl 'system.

On Comptessor

5. Continue Performance Test.-

4:

1. Gauges connected into system.

2. Air conditioning. conirols adjutted for maximum
cooling. .

3. Oper9te sydtem for 10 to 16 minutes.
Jo;

Slowli.closo'(front-seat) low side service valve
(1ntil low side gauge' reads zero pressuie (see
page 38 for proper service valve position).

NOTE:, Return engine to Idle to prevent "dieseling."

2. Turn off machine engine.

3. Completely close low side service valve.

4. Close high side iterVice valve.

.5_ Bleed refrigeraiii from compressor by cracking
low side hand Manifold until both gauges read
zero pressure.

NOTE: Bleedrefrigerant slowly to prevent pulling oil
from compressor.

1. Remove sbrvIce gauges from service valves.

2. Remove service valVes from codipressor.

3. Perform Service ork as required.

1". Install service valv e to compeessor .using new
gaskets or 0-rings, whichever are required.

2. Purge air from compressor by cracking low side
service valve for 3 seconds with low side hose.
Connector capped and high side hose connector
open.

1. Inhtall clines to service valve connectors and
purge Air from hoses.

2. Mid-position service valves,

d

3. Continue testing system.

4. 'Adjust control for Maximum performance.

FOS Litho in U.S.A.
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`".-

TEST YOURS,ELF

QUESTIONS

1. What procpdure must bp performed. 'before_
an operable system is disconnected for- ser4-----
vice?

2. What happens if refrigerant is bled from
,systern, too fast?

.\

4

3. Why must the system be eyaeuated of all air
beeore placing it back into service/

4. What four procedures should be carried out
before charging a system with refriikerant?

6. If the syetern has a sight glass, what does (

bubbles or foamy refrigerant tell you?

6. What option must the compressor have if ii is
to be isolated from the system while it is being
serviced?

(Answers on page 10a)

vs,

4

.4
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ABSOLUTE ZERO
heat; believed to-be

AIR CONDITIONING

stk.

DEFINITIONt OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS,

e9mpletft aftence of
--,4g9.8°F (,:273.3°C).

Absolute control of
temperature and humidity; air conditioning in
true sense..used only :in dome laboratories and
manufacturing plents where temperature and
humidity control are very critical. Ordinary
usage in homes, buildinds, and vehicles means
contrql of temperature and removal, of moisture
"tly.V61-V.ctensiifi#,Thnore'correct designation is
refrigeratiOn.c

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 'Temperature of
surroundina air. In air conditioning, it refers to
outside air temperature.

ATMOSPHERIC PREURE Weight of air at
various' altitudes. Sea level pressure commonly
called 14.7 PSI (1783 kPa) and decrea.ses with
higher altitude. Greatest Concentration of
popula.tion of United States lives at 900 feet.
(275 meters) altitude or less. Society of
Autórhotive Engineers (SAE) uses 900 feet (275
meters) altitude as average for specification in
manufadturing of all prodUcts; it is the "mean':
or average altitude.

.
BLEEDING Releasing pressure in the systerh
slowly by draining off some liquid or gas. ;This
must be.done before the system is opened for
.service.

BOILING POINT TeMpertiture at which a
liquid' changes to a vapor. Water changes to
steam at 212°F (100°C) at sea level (14.7 PSI
(1783 kPa) air pressure); Refrigerant-J2
changes from liquid to vap'or at -21.7°F
(-30°C) sea level and atmospheric pressure.

a

- BTU -- Abbreviation for British Thermal Unit.
Amount of heat required.to raise temperature of
one pound of water (approximately one pint)
1°F All substeinfes are rated in relation to -

water as standard of measurement:

,CELSIUS Thermometer using scale based on
'0' its freeting point of water. In cammon usage
,it is referred to as degrees C.

COLO Absence of heat. '

COMPRESSOR DISPLACEMENT Figure
obtained by multiPlying displaCeMent Of com-

, pressor cylinder or cylinders by a given rpm.
Usually average engine speed'.

CONDENSATION Process of changing a gas
to

CONDENSING 'TEMPERATURE 7---,Ternperature
at which compresseti gas in condihser changes
tram gas to a liquid.Affected direcily by quantity
and temperature of -rgro_ait_passing through
condenser. 4
dONDENSINGI PRESSURE Head pressure as

7 read "from gauge at high side service valye;
pressure from discharge side of compressbr
into condenser.

CONIDUCTIr OF HEAT ; Ability of substance
to conduct heat (metal and glans conduct heat
more reiidily .than insulating material such as
spun glass):

Dp4SITY Weight or mass of a gas, liquid, or
solid. .

DESICCANT 7 A drying agent used inside air
conditioning systems to absorb and hold'
moisture. Silica-Gel and Molecular-Sieve are
most widely used.

DRIER A device contatning a desiccant
placerflin series, usually in the liquid line, to
absOrb and hold excess maisture. Usually
called receiver-drier.

EVAPORATION . Process Of changing a liquid
' to a gas.

FAHRENHEIT Thermometer using scale
based on 32° as freezing point of water. In
gammon usage, it is referred to as degrees

FILTER A device used with the drier or as a
separate unit to remove foreign #ubstances
from the refrigerant; inStalled.in Wries in liquid
line an high side of system.

A vapor havinct no pa
of liquid.

FOS 57
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Difinitions

'Ft

HEAD PRESSURE Pressure- of refrigerant
from disciarge reed valve through lines and
condenser to expansion v,alve orifioe.

HEAT INTENSITY Measurement of heat
concentration with a thermometer.

He, AbbreViNiorv for mercury. Inches
(kilopascals) of mer,bly" is a measure of
virCUU111.

HIGH SIDE Same as head pressuo; side of
-system which-includes- vapor -Into -c-ondensor
and liquid to expansion valve. (Also see Low

- Side.)

HYDROLIZING ACTION Coriosive action
within the air conditioning system induced by a
weak solution of hydrochloric acid formed by

. ekcessive 'moisture in the system reacting
ohemically with the Refrigerant-12.

K

kPa Abbreviation for kilopascal (metric
measure of pre

8
su

r
e).

.4

LATENT-HEAT Amount of heat (BTU's or
watts) required to cause a change of state of a
substance without changing its heat intensity

, (degrees -F; degrees C).
4 LATENT HEAT OF CONDENSATION Quantity

of heat (BTU's or watts) given off while changing
a substance from a vapor to a liquid.

LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATKM Quantity
of heat (BTU's or watts) required to change a
liquid into a vapor without raising temperature of
vapor above that of original liquid,

LIQUID , A solid column of liquid without gas
pockets is pure liquid.

LIQUID LINE ' Pipe or -hose connebting
condenser to expansionvalve.

LOW SIDE That portion of system from orifice
in expansion valve through ovaporator line or
lines through ;compressor 'service valve to
compressor reed valve. Also called suction
side.

sP

PRESSURE PROP Difference in pressUre
btwen aoy two points caused MI' *lotion,
restriation; ...tc.

P05 5?

Ntt' k - ,

SI Abbreviation for pounds per square inch
above atmospheric pressure. "0" added
designates gauge pressure.

PURGING Adding refrigerant to a component
or hoseAo remove any contamination from thet
part ot the .sVstem. Also decreasesthe amount
of air ant moisture that could migrate into the
system.

RADIATION Heat- flow thrOugh space.
_traveling and acting much like light rays.

RAM AIR Air that is forced sound the
condenser \coils as the vehicle travels in a
forward direction.

RECEIVER-DRIER See "Drier."

SCHRADEA VALVE Spring-loaded valve
similar to the tire valve, located inside the
gauge hose fitting on service valves and certain
controls. Will hold refrigerant in the system but
Can be opened by installing a special adapter
with the gatlge hose.

SENSIBLE HEAT Heat which causes a
change in temperature of a substance but not *a
change in state..

SPECIFIC HEAT Quantity of heat required to
change cone potind (0.46 kg) of a substance one
'degree Fahrenheit (1°F) (1°C).

6TANDAFID,TON AmOunt of heat released
while changing one. Ion of 33°F (1°C) water to
32°F (0°C) ice in a period of 24 hours (288,000
BTU'ef (84 40El W) per 24 hours or. 12,000 BTU's
(3517 W) per hour).

SUiSTANCE Any fdrrn of matter that' can be
weighed or measured; may be tiolid, liquid, 'or
gas.

SUCTION SIDE Low side pressure (from
expansion valve orifice to intake reed valve in',
compressor).

SUPERHEAT Added, heat intensity to a gaa
after .,complete evaporation of a liquid; con-
roiled by inereasing pressure in air conditioning

SWEEPaNG.,--- Same as "Bleedin



6.1

TAIL ,PIPE Outlet pipe from evaporatOr coil.

TOTAL HEAT LOAD Human heat load plus
heat entering through floor, glass, roof, and
sides of vehicle.

TORQUE Rotating power required to properly
tighten a bolt or nut-expressed in foot-pounds or
inch,pounds (newton-meters)"

I V

VACUUM- -- -Referred to at less- than at-
mospheric pressure and expressed as inphes
(kilopascals). of mercury (in. or kPa Hg.). Man
has.not dbtained a true vacuum.

W

WATT Unit measure of electricity.

;r-

4

_
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1CANSWERS To "TEST YOURSELF" QUESTIONS 0'
ANSWERS TO PART 1 QUESTIONS

1. Absorbs heat.

2. Raises the boiling point.

Antlers 99

ANSWERS TO PART 4 QUESTIONS

.1. Gauge and manifold set, leak detector,
vacuum pump.

3. First blank "hotter." Second blank 2. One for the high side, and one for the law
"rider." side of the system.

4. Thtt amount of heat required to raise the
tlmRerature of a pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit (at sea level pressure).

5. See the' complete diagram in Fig. 10 of the
text.

ANSWERS Tp PART 2 QUESTIONS

1. False. It will boil.

2. Frostbite can occ.ur.

,3. It can explode;

4. It causes corrosion of the metal parts.

5. A vacuum pump.

3. The compressor.

4. The electronic type.

5. It gives off a poisonous gas.

6. A vacuum pump.

ANSWERS TO PART 5 QUESTIONS'

1. Normal is 7 to 30 psi (50 to 210 IsPa)
(depending upolt ambient temperature).

6 i. See chart on page 45 for correct answirs.

1 3. 1-b; 2-c; 3-a6. False! Never use motor oi use only ap-
proved refrigeration oil.

ANSWERS TO PART 3 QUESTIONS

.1. See completed diagram in Fig.117 of the text
for correct labels for parts and colors for
refrigerant.

2. The second job is circulating the refrigerant
in the.systerk

3. Concntrates its heat content or hosts it
up.

4. First blank "heat"; second
(blank"gas"; third blank

5. Ram air is natural air flow from vehicle
movement; forced alr is pushed by an electric-
powered fan.

8. The.outiot side sh9uld be cold.

First blank "liquid"; second blank
"gas"; third blank "abetibed."

8. At its loWost speed to allow the greatest
absorption of heat from'the air.

,

9. To.absorb moistu're from the system.
4

6

ANSWERS TO PART 6 QUESTIONS

1. The possible causes thattake the least
amount of time to inspect and repair.

2. See chart on page 54.

3. First blank NORMAL or HIGH; secon.d
blank -- HIGH.

FO$ 57
t
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1 00 Answeri
5

ANSWER) IO PART 7 QUESTIONS

1. First blfink ''condenser." Second blank
"evaporator.'.'

2. The high side will be warm to hot; the low
side will be sweating or frosting.

3. True.

J R.

4. As a vapor.

4

5. BlinKing light or squealing noise indicates the
presence of refrigerant.

ANSWERS TO PART 8 OUESTtONS

1. The,system must be discharged or bled to
release pressure.

2. Too rapid bleeding will draw out too much
oil witO the refrigerant from the compressor and
system.

3.. To remov moisture which contaminates
the system and corrode's its working parts.

4. 1) *Leek test; 2) flush; 3) purge; 4)
evacuate.

5. That the rfrigerant is low.

6. It musit have high and lbw side service
valves. \

J 6


